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 1 
Summary 
Quantifying the Everyday: generative numerical methodologies in the creation of the 
artwork is a practice-led inquiry that celebrates and critiques the processes and 
structures of enumeration that organise and determine our experience of daily life. The 
studio research emulates processes of quantitative reasoning, collecting information, 
recording data, processing figures, interpreting information, and creating modes of 
encounter and engagement, and applying them as an embodied artistic methodology. 
These processes are emphasised in the PhD and constitute the frame of reference for 
investigating generative numerical methodologies in the creation of the artwork. 
 
The research project accumulated in an exhibition that embeds the enumeration of 
lived experience into the final works to explore the form that art can take when 
existence is mediated through numerical processes and the future determined through 
statistical means. 
 
 
 
Research Questions 
The research questions that have oriented this project are: 
 
In what ways can the experience of everyday existence be quantified? 
 
In what ways can this numerical information be used to create form? 
 
What are the gaps in this process and knowledge? And how can they be used to 
generate new formal and emotional content as works of art? 
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Introduction to the Dissertation 
 
Developing from a basic need to count, measure and calculate, mathematics evolved 
to become central to deductive reasoning. This inherent logic within mathematics 
facilitated humanities break with myth (Badiou 2008a, p. 94, 111),1 enabling 
independent thought (Badiou 2008a, p. 102).2 Mathematics is singular, universal and 
free of opinion: ‘under the current empire of number, it is not a question of thought, but 
of realities’ (Badiou 2008b, p. 1). Seen as an indicator of what is true and valid, number 
is given an authority not afforded to other forms of knowledge. The trust vested in 
number as an instrument of impartiality and reason has resulted in quantitative 
reasoning increasingly being the rule by which government and administrative 
decisions are made (Best 2001; Foucault 2000; Porter 1995). Quantitative reasoning, 
as I apply it, is the application of mathematic and statistical processes as the primary 
method of determining real-world situations, to the exclusion of qualitative data. 
 
Numerical forces mediate our experience of daily life. Although unseen, these 
processes have a profound effect on determining our experience of daily life. This 
practice-led research has developed as a theoretical approach to navigating the 
dominant social, political and economic structures that dictate daily life. These 
structures are increasingly subject to the authority of quantitative reasoning. My artistic 
process replicates the techniques of quantitative reasoning, applying them to my own 
life as an artistic methodology. To enact these processes on myself is an absurd 
gesture to critique the structures of enumerating which organise much of contemporary 
life. 
 
The research questions serve as prompts for making artworks, which, it is hoped, will 
elicit discussion. The research questions that have oriented this project are: 
 
In what ways can the experience of everyday existence be quantified? 
 
In what ways can this numerical information be used to create form? 
 
                                                
1 ‘... mathematics was the first form of fully secularized thinking’ (Badiou, 2008, p. 94). 
2 ’Apart from mathematics, everything that exists remains under the sway of opinion’ (Badiou 
2008a, p. 102) 
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What are the gaps in this process and knowledge? And how can they be used 
to generate new formal and emotional content as works of art? 
 
If this research is successful, it will open up additional questions, which will be the 
starting points for further artworks and investigations. 
 
 
Accompanying the final exhibition, this dissertation will attempt to articulate the 
theoretical, historical and artistic ideas that have informed the practical component of 
my research. The studio-based research and written research are inextricably linked in 
such a way that each informs the other. Ideas or concerns that may not be visible when 
encountering the artworks have been further developed through the process of writing. 
 
I apply concepts from theory, philosophy, history, economics, and art theory in a 
selective manner. I do not profess to understand these concepts in full. My intent is not 
to present the complexity and nuances of these ideas, nor does the scope of this 
dissertation allow for each idea to be extrapolated fully. Rather, my selection of both 
fiction and non-fiction texts, including art history and theory, offers a record of my 
investigations into the central themes of the research, and outlines how I have adapted 
these ideas to inform my own studio-based research. Similarly, my reference to the 
work of François Morellet, Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid, Falke Pisano, and 
André Cadere, as other artists whose works employ mathematical processes, does not 
offer a definitive account of such practices: it is intentionally limited to situate my 
thinking within an existing dialogue. 
 
The dissertation has the following primary aims: 
 
Record the evolution of my research into ways that everyday life can be 
quantified and used to generate form. 
 
Discuss the nuances of the artworks produced during this time and to place 
these within the broader context of the research. 
 
Question the gaps in this process and examine how these might be used to 
create new conceptual, formal and emotional content. 
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This dissertation provides a critical tool in articulating the conceptual approach to my 
process and in unpacking the works produced. The research has resulted in the 
production of sculptures, printed images, installations, digital video, and 
documentation. My definition of an artwork emerges from a reinterpretation of 
Conceptual Art3 practices of the 1960's and 1970's that preference idea above material 
outcome, and which claim process and idea to be ‘as much a work of art as any 
finished product’ (LeWitt 1967, para. 11). According to this interpretation, 
documentation and process are considered equivalent to painting or sculpture. 
Assuming a conceptual approach to the making of the work allows a freedom to 
include a broad range of processes and materials to address the research questions. 
However, unlike the purity and directness of Conceptual Art practices, my work has an 
opacity and ambiguity. This intentional distancing and coolness leave open space for 
interpretation. 
 
When successful, the artworks focus the viewer's attention on the numerical framework 
behind their construction. I am using statistical processes and data as an artist, not in a 
pragmatic way. Their use is intended to question statistics and numbers, and the role 
they play in our lives. My use of statistics allows us to reflect on the limitations and 
complexities of our own existence, and the everydayness of our own experiences. 
However, statistics do not give a complete perspective, highlighting that my project is a 
critique of the numeric. 
 
During the course of this research project, a number of real-world events have 
unfolded that underscore the relevance of my research to the contemporary moment. 
Significantly, there has been a noticeable shift in social debates, in which objective 
facts have become less influential than emotional appeals in shaping public opinion. In 
this new crisis, the authority of statistics, science and numerical truth are being 
challenged in what has been termed a post-truth era. This misuse of number and 
antipathy to statistics undermines current social debates. In this crisis, the verity of 
statistics, science and numbers are being challenged, even completely disregarded by 
the social body (Davies 2017). This shift from quantifiable and rational facts to emotive 
appeals raises critical questions about the representation of numerical fact and the 
manifestation of affect as a form of verifiable truth. 
                                                
3 An incidental outcome of this project has been a noticeable lack of Australian artists engaging 
with conceptual practices, as I am engaging with conceptualism. Australian conceptualism has 
been overlooked. I hope that my project can open this area up for future discussion. 
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It is within this social, historical, and art theoretical context that my numerically based 
practice is situated. I will outline how my practice seeks to re-appropriate the processes 
of quantitative reasoning as an embodied methodology to question our privileging of 
quantitative knowledge. Recorded life is homogenised and processed, opening up 
alternate readings and new possibilities for felt experience. In this way, the research 
undertaken for the Doctor of Philosophy explores the form that art can take when the 
processes of administration - recording, organising, numericising and statistical 
analysis - are applied to everyday life as a methodological approach to determine form. 
 
 
Methodology: My Project Outline and Process 
My research project is structured around a generative system that I have developed. 
This uberous system records and enumerates my lived experience as a 
methodological approach to determine form. Employing processes from social science 
research, I quantify my life, interactions with people, places I visit, and the world 
around me. Numerical value is obtained through the observation of these interactions, 
controlled experiments and recorded lived experiences.  
 
Central to this process of collection is a self-conscious, objective observation of my 
own life. This is achieved through processes of observation and recording evocative of 
mechanical objectivity. Lorraine Daston & Peter Galison's writings in Objectivity (2007, 
p. 38) have informed this process: 
By mechanical objectivity we mean the insistent drive to repress the wilful 
intervention of the artist-author, and to put in instead a set of procedures that 
would, as it were, move nature to page through a strict protocol, if not 
automatically.  
Theodore Porter (1995, p. 4) writes that mechanical objectivity means following the 
rules so as to remove subjectivity. Numerical information is recorded as mechanically 
and objectively as possible; however, any mistakes, omitted entries, or forgotten 
interactions are also objectively embraced as human failings.  
 
In undertaking this artistic process, I acknowledge my privilege within the world as a 
white man, who leads a stable and comfortable life. This influences my lifestyle, the 
activities I perform and, therefore, the numerical information I collect.  
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My social interactions and the places I visit are recorded and entered into Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheets using a natural ordering of cardinal numbers. One human 
interaction equates to a value of one. Two interactions equate to a value of two. And, 
so on. To be recorded, an interaction must be of substance. Words must be exchanged 
and I must know the individual, in the very least, on a first name basis.4 Places that I 
visit are also recorded, as are unplanned, random encounters in the street with 
individuals I know. These experiences are not as easily measured as discreet objects. 
They are fleeting, less consistent, subject to the nuance of social relationships, the 
pressures of daily life, and the fad and folly of my choices. Other than recording 
numerical information, there is no change to my daily life. I go about my daily life as 
normal. This detail is central and will be discussed later in this chapter. 
 
Once recorded, the accumulated numerical data can be used to summarise my daily 
life and specific information can be extruded. The number of interactions I have at any 
given location, the frequency that I undertake certain tasks, or how often I visit 
particular places can all be enumerated. Alternatively, through the application of 
statistical formulas, I can use this accumulated archive of data to forecast my social 
movements, interactions and locations into the future. 
 
From this accumulated information, the numbers generated are used to determine 
lengths, shapes, and durations within artworks. The visual characteristics of the 
artworks correlates to the number of interactions I have or the frequency that I visit a 
particular location.  
 
In enumerating my interactions and the places I visit, the information collected is then 
abstracted from the realities of these quotidian experiences. Colours and shapes 
replace the humanity of my existence and produce singularity from the chaotic mess of 
my daily life. Although employing mathematical and statistical processes, my project is 
based in actual lived experience, emphasising the human, performative element of my 
practice. 
 
                                                
4 This situates my practice as distinct from practices that also document interactions. Braco 
Dimitrijević’s Casual Passer-by project (1971-ongoing), for example, records the artist’s 
meetings with strangers in the street; while Douglas Huebler’s Variable Piece (1970-1997) 
sought to photograph everyone alive. In these examples, the relationship between artist and 
subject is one manufactured for the purpose of the artwork. Conversely, in my documentation, 
the relationships pre-exist and are simply being recorded. 
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My artistic methodology is a performative gesture that positions my body and 
movement through the world as a site of and for production. My system seamlessly 
integrates into my daily life, recording my movement and interactions as I go. This 
cohabitation between my life and my art blurs the boundary between the two. My 
research project does not so much make art about life, but uses the numerical detritus 
from daily life to create forms from life. Situated within the fabric of my everyday, my 
research project provides opportunity for accounting of the self, reflection, 
transformation and creativity. 
 
My research process has been designed to be inextricably bound with my daily life. My 
intention was to instigate an ongoing, self-generative artistic process. It was hoped this 
would provide an uninterrupted scenario of places, people, and events that could be 
enumerated to create numerical content: all social interactions, time in the studio, trips 
to the hairdresser, and so on. Such daily experiences are deeply embedded within our 
understanding of the world, yet they remain largely invisible. Actions that would 
normally escape scrutiny or close observation are catalogued and given numerical 
'substance'. Effectively, the vapid plodding of my day-to-day life is enumerated and 
considered to be information produced by living. This debris of my daily life is re-
purposed as content. 
 
The artistic process discussed in this dissertation was initiated in 2007.5 My intent was 
to establish a self-generative approach that would determine abstract forms that I could 
then paint. This was essentially a generic process, begun to provide an endless stream 
of information that would remove my subjectivity from the production of the artwork. 
The work for the PhD has developed from this approach. The research undertaken has 
made certain theoretical frameworks and artistic activities clearer. As the research has 
progressed, I have become more conscious of the historical, theoretical and political 
frameworks within which my practice sits. This has allowed for an intensification and 
clarification of the specifics of my methodology, which in earlier works was broad. 
Resulting from this is a more theoretical body of work that articulates these concerns 
and which offers a more pointed critique of numerical processes and statistics. 
 
To apply the tools of quantitative reasoning to my own life is an absurd act that serves 
to highlight that my practice is a critique of society’s proclivity toward quantitative 
                                                
5 All data collected and artwork produced has occurred during the duration of this research led 
PhD. 
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reasoning. Within this artistic approach is a humour that questions whether numerical 
means can adequately describe life and, by extension, whether they should? The 
quasi-administrative processes employed, rather than seeking to qualify my project 
through mathematics and logical methods, instead questions what can and cannot be 
measured. Processes of numeric rationalism are often considered cold and 
impersonal. The material forms produced by my practice seek to return the human and 
experiential to the reading of the artwork. 
 
 
Chapter Summaries 
The following dissertation is non-chronological and non-linear. Instead, it 
acknowledges that there are multiple starting points and positions from which one can 
address the research. Subjects are not discussed sequentially, but thematically. This 
dissertation is organised under three chapters. These loosely address three themes: 
theoretical context for the research; numerical tools of manufacture’ and, a systematic 
application of process. 
 
 
Chapter One: Theoretical Context 
Chapter One considers various conceptual and theoretical frameworks that have 
provided context for the thinking toward my research project. I begin with a brief history 
of the development of statistics as a means to organise and administer the social body. 
The reduction of human existence to a numerical indicator provides a platform from 
which to consider the research. 
 
In writing this dissertation, I have tried to walk (write?) a fine line between a discussion 
of the processes of quantification and statistics, and their use and misuse within 
society. While numbers are seen as being pure, universal and apolitical, their uses are 
not. I have intentionally avoided placing numbers within a broader economic or political 
framework; instead, I have tried to focus on enumeration and statistics as process.  
 
My process of recording everyday existence is intimately bound with the routine and 
repetition of my daily life and, therefore, within the context of the everyday. I discuss 
Henri Lefebvre (1991, 2002), Michel de Certeau (1984) and Michel Foucault (1982, 
1983, 1984, 1985, 1986), who each write of creativity as a means to transform the 
everyday. For Foucault and Lefebvre, this culminates in a call to live one’s life as 
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though a work of art. My research adopts a literal interpretation of this sentiment. In 
calling for the individual to live life as though a work of art, Foucault and Lefebvre 
propose an expanded approach to creativity that considers daily life as viable artistic 
content. I discuss various approaches to working within the everyday, and strategies 
for considering the quotidian as workable artistic subject matter. 
 
The last section of Chapter One discusses the performative interpretations of my 
artistic process. My process of enumeration is ongoing, never ceases, and 
transgresses boundaries between art and daily life. I discuss this in relation to theories 
of immaterial labour, which articulate contemporary working conditions where 
distinctions between life and work are eroded, and Sven Lütticken’s General 
Performance (2012), which recasts work in performative terms. 
 
 
Chapter Two: Numerical Tools of Manufacture 
It is really difficult to talk about numbers without being boring. In spite of this, in 
Chapter Two, I discuss the numerical foundation of my artistic process. My research 
employs number and math as both process and content. I discuss the numerical, 
mathematical, and statistical processes active within my work and also the readings of 
content that their use elicits. 
 
The second half of this chapter introduces my artwork and begins to address my 
second research question: ‘In what ways can this numerical information be used to 
create form?’ I discuss three exhibitions undertaken during the first year of the 
research degree, which provided an opportunity to test methods of translating the data 
collected into form and to test approaches to materiality. The exhibitions would prove 
formative and result in a number of important conclusions that would shape the 
development of my research. Most notably, was an awareness of the transience of the 
numerical information collected, which posed interesting questions on how to respond 
to the ever-changing numerical information. I discuss the conclusions reached about 
how to navigate this issue within my process. 
 
My use of numerical processes elicits readings of administrative practices. I discuss 
this with reference to Benjamin Buchloh’s Conceptual Art 1962 - 1969: From the 
Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique of Institutions (1990) and Hito Steyerl’s 
Aesthetics of Resistance? Artistic Research as Discipline and Conflict (2010). Both 
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texts raise criticisms of artistic practices that employ processes of enumeration that 
emulate bureaucratic administration. What Buchloh and Steyerl see as shortcomings, I 
argue are artistic strategies. 
 
 
Chapter Three: Systematic Application of Process 
Chapter Three details the systematic framework that orders the numerical processes 
outlined in Chapter Two. As in Chapter Two, my use of systems is both as process and 
content. I discuss the different interpretations of systems present in my work. My 
discussion of systems not only involves the social and art systems within which I live 
and work, but also the use of a self-devised system that catalogues and processes the 
information I collect. Such systems can dictate formal values of composition, colour 
and technique. These generative systems reduce the artist’s sensibility, transferring 
authorship to the process undertaken to produce the work. 
 
The second half of this chapter analyses my use of Microsoft Excel as a tool to 
organise and collate the numerical data collected. Through this software, my system 
finds visual expression as spreadsheets. As a tool, spreadsheets capture the breadth 
of my numerical process and are, therefore, the most direct representation of my 
artistic system. The ephemeral quality of printed spreadsheets enable them to respond 
to the transience of numerical information discussed in Chapter Two. 
 
Through the application of statistical processes I am able to statistically forecast my 
future. This raises further ambiguity regarding what is being represented, underscoring 
that my practice is a critique of the numeric. 
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Chapter One: Theoretical Context 
 
Introduction to Chapter One 
Chapter One articulates a theoretical and conceptual context for my research and 
methodology. I begin with an explanation as to how quantitative reasoning has become 
the default mechanism by which most decisions are made. Our trust in numbers 
conditions our view of the world and allows for numbers and statistics to order, even 
control, the social body through bio-political processes. My intention is not to provide a 
didactic account of the nuances and history of statistics and quantitative reasoning, but 
to provide context to locate my practice within this social and economic circumstance. 
 
Having established the context in which numerical processes have come to define daily 
life, I discuss the context of the everyday, in which I apply my artistic methodology. I 
draw on the work of Henri Lefebvre (1991, 2002), Michel Foucault (1982, 1983, 1984, 
1985, 1986) and Michel de Certeau (1984) to situate my research as a form of self-
determination against the increased emphasis placed on quantitative reasoning. Each 
author emphasises creativity as a means to self-determination. Within my research, 
this manifests as an enumeration of my lived experience and an application of the 
processes of quantitative reasoning to my own life. Lefebvre and Foucault both argue 
that through self-reflection one is empowered to transform their life, to be creative, and 
to live one’s life as though a work of art. 
 
To live one’s life as though a work of art establishes a framework for an expanded 
approach to making that situates simply living as viable artistic content. This approach 
is supported with reference to Seth Price’s Fuck Seth Price (2015). Price articulates a 
range of activities extraneous to making art but which, nonetheless, are, central to 
conducting oneself within this profession, rhetorically proposing '... might it be possible 
that socializing and scene-making were legitimate and even shrewd artistic activities' 
(Price 2015, p. 38)? I address Price’s question through a reading of Nicholas Bourriaud 
(2005) and Anton Vidokle’s Art Without Work (2011). Vidolke proposes that rather than 
the result of genius or hard work, art is the outcome of conditions of production. If these 
conditions were to be replicated, they would, therefore, produce art. I apply Vidolke’s 
‘conditions of production’ to re-orient my own artistic production from a conscious 
activity, to one that results from simply living. Together, Price, Bourriaud and Vidolke 
describe a set of conditions where my life can be viewed as a site of production. 
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I conclude Chapter One by discussing the performative qualities of my research. 
Ongoing and all consuming, my documentation of the self does not adhere to 
traditional boundaries between art and life. Instead, it can be argued that I am always 
‘performing the labour’ of my artistic process. Theories of immaterial labour are applied 
to articulate the collapse of discernible distinctions between art and life. In this model, 
life, work and art become inseparable. This is central to Sven Lütticken's concept of 
General Performance (2012). Lütticken articulates contemporary working conditions 
where ‘all hours are potentially working hours, and every encounter potentially 
becomes a form of networking and hence self-performance’ (Lütticken 2012, p. 5). 
 
My practice is, therefore, positioned as an enduring, performative process which views 
my life as a site of production. To apply the tools and methodology of administration to 
my own life is an absurd act that highlights the humour inherent within my artistic 
process. My research system presumes to enumerate my social interactions and the 
places I visit. Within this claim is an inherent paradox: the impossibility of recording 
every aspect of one’s life. The artistic process enacted can never achieve what it sets 
out to. Therefore, any attempt to enumerate my daily life is more Sisyphean task than 
mathematical analysis. There is an inherent humour in undertaking this endeavour. 
This humour has the effect of softening the statistical methodology and introduces 
humanity and lightness into what is otherwise a cold and impersonal mathematical 
approach. 
 
The content of Chapter One is intended to ground my research project, and the 
methodology used, within this theoretical and practical field of enquiry. Material 
artworks will not be discussed during this chapter. 
 
 
Quantitative Reasoning 
Michel Foucault's (2000; 2008; 2009) archaeology of statistics or 'political arithmetic’6 
provides an insight as to how enumerating the social body became the default 
mechanism of governmental decision-making and the basis of quantitative reasoning, 
as applied to the social body. Through mathematisation, individuals become numbers 
                                                
6 'Political arithmetic' was the precursor of what we now understand as 'Statistics'. Although 
limited in ability compared with contemporary statistics, political arithmetic was used to calculate 
population size and life expectancy (Best 2001, p. 11; Foucault 2000, p. 139). This knowledge 
was used to measure the state's capacity, allowing for correct government (Foucault 2000, p. 
317)  
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in a larger numerical dissertation 'whose pragmatic basis is governmental' (Badiou 
2008b, p. 2). The apparatus of statistics allowed governments to simplify entire 
populations, representing them as numerical indicators. Reducing life to number 
provided a systematic and unprejudiced method to ascertain measurable, precise and 
concrete knowledge of the population, thereby enabling governments to operate 
according to principles determined by the needs of the state (Foucault 2000, p. 213, 
317; see also Best 2001). 
 
Governments and businesses have increasingly come to preference numerical 
accountability over traditional mores and values: 'the ideology of modern parliamentary 
societies, if they have one, is not humanism, law, or the subject. It is number, the 
countable, countability' (Badiou 2008b, p. 3). Applying numerical solutions to social 
problems presumes that everything can be measured and, therefore, administered and 
managed: 'to transform the world into an arithmetic problem, to fix every part of the 
world by mathematical formulas' (Simmel 1950, p. 412). Statistics offered a neat and 
apparently neutral means by which decisions could be made according to numerical 
rationality, rather than political influence (Fioramonti 2014; Porter 1995). 
 
Reducing social debate to questions of numerical efficiency removes political 
discourse, replacing the political nature of public debates with ‘the efficiency of 
numbers as cognitive devices to identify the best solutions to the world’s problems’ 
(Fioramonti 2014, p. 207). This thinking affords more power to markets as 'the most 
efficient and moral institution for the organisation of human affairs' (Springer, Birch & 
MacLeavy 2016, p. 3; see also Foucault 2008, p. 29-34). In this way, governments can 
defer administrative, social and economic rule to the logic of the free market and, in 
doing so, 'sanctify the power of markets in the name of economic efficiency' (Bourdieu 
1998, p. 4). At its most neoliberal extreme, this philosophy subjects everything to 
market forces, including individuals (Bourdieu 1998, p. 3).7 In this ideology, the 
individual is subject to market pressures, continual assessment, and performance 
evaluation (Monbiot 2016). Characteristic of these processes of evaluation is self-
measurement and quantification, which I apply to my own life as an artistic 
methodology.  
 
                                                
7 Bourdieu (1998, p. 3) argues that individuals are subject to the same competition for 
employment through the 'individualisation of the wage relationship'. This relationship is subject 
to performance objectives and evaluations as a measure of competence and to promote 
competition between employees. 
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Statistics as a Technology of Biopolitics  
Statistics are a primary 'technology of government', a mechanism through which 
government can regulate and, therefore, control its subjects: 'Numbers turn people into 
objects to be manipulated. Where power is not exercised blatantly, it acts instead 
secretly, insidiously' (Porter 1995, p. 77). Statistics are the primary means through 
which governments can enact processes of quantitative reasoning to intervene in the 
populace on a biopolitical8 level. For example, to raise the birth rate, lower mortality 
rates or increase life expectancy (Foucault 2003, p. 243, 246).9 Biopolitics articulates a 
direct relationship between numerical processes and their power over life and death.  
 
Boris Groys (2002, p. 56) writes that biopolitical intervention in life and death negates 
the natural cycle of life, thereby rendering life politicised and artificial. It follows that art 
made under biopolitical conditions assumes artificiality as its overt subject matter. Such 
art, Groys argues, cannot be presented directly, but only through documentation: 
The dominant medium of modern biopolitics is thus bureaucratic and 
technological documentation, which includes planning, decrees, fact-finding 
reports, statistical inquiries, and project plans. It is no coincidence that art also 
uses the same medium of documentation when it wants to refer to itself as life 
(Groys 2002, p. 56). 
Groys articulates an approach that describes my own practice. My work is made under 
biopolitical conditions, but also appropriates the technologies of biopower. To quantify 
my daily interactions elevates ‘bureaucratic and technological documentation’; 
specifically, in the form of statistical inquiries, to the status of art. In re-examining what 
might appear obvious, my purpose is to question our understanding of the influence of 
numbers and statistics on daily life. Specifically, my practice seeks to highlight the 
myopic perspective of applying quantitative reasoning as the primary means to 
determine real-world situations. This approach privileges number above other forms of 
knowledge and felt experience. 
                                                
8 Biopolitics is a political rationality, which has as its primary concern the management of human 
life and processes via statistical mechanisms. The administrative apparatus that manages and 
applies biopolitics is what Foucault termed ‘biopower’. Biopower is the application ‘of numerous 
and diverse techniques for achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of populations’ 
(Foucault 1978, p. 140). 
9 Essentially, this administrative knowledge gives government power to intervene in life and 
death: 'The old power of death that symbolized sovereign power was now carefully supplanted 
by the administration of bodies and the calculated management of life' (Foucault 1978, p. 139-
140). 
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I co-opt the statistical tools and techniques of quantitative reasoning and apply these to 
my own life as artistic methodology. This absurd gesture marries processes of 
numerical reasoning with my own lived experience, rendering my artistic process as 
performative. Performative interpretations of my practice will be discussed at length 
later in this chapter. What results is an artistic practice that embodies the neoliberal 
ethos that everything, including individuals, should be subject to market pressures. 
Pierre Bourdieu writes of neoliberalism that it:  
tends on the whole to favour severing the economy from social realities and 
thereby constructing, in reality, an economic system conforming to its 
description in pure theory, that is a sort of logical machine that presents itself 
as a chain of constraints regulating economic agents (Bourdieu 1998, p. 2). 
My artistic practice functions in much the same way. The artistic methodology 
discussed at the beginning of this dissertation outlines an artistic methodology of 
enumerating my social encounters. Whilst seamlessly embedded in my daily life, this 
process severs my life from normal social norms. What results is a self-generative 
system that conforms to its own theoretical description and within a set of constraints to 
regulate my interaction with the world. This places my life, my movement through the 
everyday, at the centre of my enquiry. In applying this to my own life, my research asks 
whether numerical processes might open up new ways to creatively respond to daily 
life. 
 
 
Creativity Within the Everyday: Life as Art 
Central to my artistic methodology are theoretical and sociological writings on the 
everyday that emphasise creativity as a means to self-transformation; or, ‘life as art’. 
Life as art manifests as a means to operate within the pressures of society and to 
improve oneself through acts of self-reflection that manifest as creativity. It proposes 
new forms of being that are not only aesthetic, but offer alternative modes of living and 
thinking. Within the monotony of everyday life are theatres for participation and 
engagement. It is within this sphere that the individual is empowered to transform their 
life and to be creative. 
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Henri Lefebvre approaches the everyday from a Marxist10 perspective of production, 
social relations and alienation.11 He contends that everyday life is at risk of being 
consumed by the pressures of work, capitalism and technology which diminish the 
quality of everyday life (Lefebvre 2002, p. 2). In critiquing the conditions of our 
circumstance, Lefebvre (2002, p. 2) believed, we could gain an awareness of everyday 
life and realise ‘the idea, or rather the project (the programme), of transforming it’. The 
following quote from Lefebvre is worth quoting at length:  
Let everyday life become a work of art! Let every technical means be 
employed for the transformation of everyday life!' From an intellectual point of 
view the word 'creation' will no longer be restricted to works of art but will 
signify a self-conscious activity, self-conceiving, reproducing its own terms, 
adapting these terms and its own reality (body, desire, time, space), being its 
own creation; socially the term will stand for the activity of a collectivity 
assuming the responsibility of its own social function and destiny - in other 
words for self-administration (Lefebvre 1971, p. 204). 
Michel Foucault’s ‘Arts of Existence’ (1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986) proposes a 
methodology for this transformation of the self. Foucault (1986, p. 68) writes of a 
regime self-examination, monitoring of oneself, and undergoing clearly defined 
exercises through which the individual would be able to ‘change themselves in their 
singular being, and to make their life into an oeuvre that carries certain aesthetic 
values and meets certain stylistic criteria' (Foucault 1985, p. 10). Through self-
improvement, Foucault (1983, p. 261) asserts that we can critique the conditions of our 
circumstance, become better people, imbue our lives with aesthetic qualities and, in 
doing so, turn our lives into a work of art.12 
 
 
                                                
10 Karl Marx’s The Communist Manifesto (1848) and Das Kapital (1867) laid the conceptual 
ideology for communism and established contemporary understandings of the relationship 
between labour, power, and alienation. 
11 Lefebvre (1991, p. 3) explains: ‘The fact remains that the Critique of Everyday Life was built 
entirely around a concept which Lenin had left aside or neglected, the concept of alienation’. 
12 ‘What strikes me is the fact that, in our society, art has become something related only to 
objects and not to individuals or to life. That art is something that is specialised or done by 
experts who are artists. But couldn’t everyone’s life become a work of art? Why should the lamp 
or the house be an art object but not our life’ (Foucault 1983, p. 261)?  
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Creativity within the Everyday as Framework for Aesthetic Resistance 
It is through aesthetics and using one’s own life as a site for creativity that Foucault 
proposes to challenge the dominant societal forces within which we live. For Foucault 
(1982, p. 97), the arts of existence ‘also has a function of struggle [but] above all, this 
self-cultivation has a curative and therapeutic function’. The arts of existence was a 
form of aesthetic resistance against bio-political normalisation; where the body was the 
object of power (Foucault 1995). An art of existence, therefore, was a defiant way to 
conduct oneself to resist naturalised internalisation of moral codes: 'The practice of an 
aesthetics of the self is nothing other than resistance to the ways in which one is 
constituted as a subject by modern power' (Pickett 1996, p. 462).  
 
Similarly, Michel de Certeau (1984, p. xiv) argues that it is in the small choices we 
make every day, based on our own preferences, that we are able to ‘reappropriate the 
space organised by techniques of sociocultural production’ and be creative within the 
everyday. De Certeau calls these small choices tactics.13 He writes that many daily 
activities (such as reading, walking, shopping and cooking) are tactical in nature and 
that through the clandestine action of the tactic, the individual is able to be creative and 
‘… make … innumerable and infinitesimal transformations of and within the dominant 
cultural economy in order to adapt it to their own interests and their own rules’ (de 
Certeau 1984, p. xiv)  
 
Culture, creativity and aesthetics are, therefore, seen as tools to facilitate a direct 
experience of the immediate environment. Creativity becomes a vehicle to produce 
subjectivity and transform everyday life: ‘our cultural revolution has no purely “cultural” 
aims, but directs culture toward experience, towards the transfiguration of everyday life’ 
(Lefebvre 1971, p. 204). Direct experience furthers an awareness of the conditions of 
the everyday, which, in turn, empowers the individual to change their life. In this 
process, creativity and aesthetics are seen as a site for production of knowledge and, 
therefore, as the locus of aesthetic resistance. 
 
 
My research project draws on these ideas of the everyday. I employ a literal and 
intentionally incorrect interpretation of Lefebvre and Foucault’s call for the study or 
observation of the self as a means to transform one’s life as though a work of art. My 
                                                
13 De Certeau’s tactic, he argues, is a tool of the individual (consumer) to be used within the 
environment of institution and power (de Certeau 1984, p. xix). 
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enumeration of daily life is a small, personal choice- or tactic - that shapes my 
behaviour and establishes the conduct through which I live my life. This artistic 
methodology is an act of aesthetic resistance within a bio-political and quantified 
society. To live one’s life as though an artwork, rather than according to nature, has 
proven influential in the development of this research project. My project, situated 
within the fabric of my everyday, provides opportunity for accounting of the self, 
reflection, and creativity. Lefebvre, Foucault, and de Certeau establish a framework for 
an expanded approach to making that situates the living of one’s life as viable artistic 
content. 
 
 
My Project in the Context of the Everyday 
My research replaces the traditional creative act with a process of observing and 
enumerating my daily life.14 Through the research conducted for this PhD, I have come 
to appreciate that my enumeration of the self records the labour of 'being an artist'. My 
use of this term here refers not to the physical labour involved in the making of work in 
the studio, rather to all activities extraneous to the studio. For example, the social 
environment of the studio, visiting exhibitions with friends, conducting meetings with 
other artists, drinks at the bar after openings, and the necessity of holding down paid 
employment while making work. Although not resulting in physical objects, these 
activities are, nonetheless, central to conducting oneself within this profession. 
 
Seth Price (2015, p. 38) likens this socialising within the art world to a planetary gas 
giant, revolving around a core group of people who make, sell and think about art. 
Around this core, he writes, is a 'vast nimbus of spin- offs, pop-ups, tie-ins, limited 
editions, soirées, junkets, endorsements, galas, trade rags, and random hustles’ (Price 
2015, p. 38). Price first conjectures that it is only the people at the centre of the art 
world, those making, dealing and writing about art, who are of significance. However, 
he then reconsiders this model and offers another viewpoint, suggesting that this 
supposed core group of people is actually irrelevant to this model of the art world and 
that it is within the 'nimbus' that true significance lies. The 'nimbus' surrounding the 
core, the events, the socialising and the networking, become more important than 
those who are making, writing about and dealing art. Here, Price’s account highlights 
                                                
14 This initiates a systematic approach to the process of manufacture, which will be discussed in 
Chapter Three. 
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an abundance of extracurricular activities additional to making work in the studio. Price 
(2015, p. 38) continues by rhetorically proposing '... might it be possible that socializing 
and scene-making were legitimate and even shrewd artistic activities'?  
 
My research project exists precisely within this 'nimbus' that Price articulates. I 
enumerate my own 'socialising and scene making' as an artistic methodology to 
generate form. I have found myself repeatedly returning to the following quote from 
Nicolas Bourriaud's Postproduction: Culture as Screenplay: How Art Reprograms the 
World (2005, p.17) that I feel complements Seth Price's query: 
The artistic question is no longer: ‘what can we make that is new?’ but ‘how 
can we make do with what we have?’ In other words, how can we produce 
singularity and meaning from this chaotic mass of objects, names, and 
references that constitutes our daily life? 
Whilst Bourriaud's emphasis is different from my own, this quote has proven influential 
in the development of my research. For Bourriaud, the artists in their circle15 
considered society a catalogue of forms, signs, symbols and significations readily 
available for their re-purposing. Rather than create 'original material' they looked for 
ways to make use of already available 'flows of production’ (Bourriaud 2005, p. 17). 
Whereas Bourriaud (2005, p. 33) considers 'inter-human exchange an aesthetic object 
in and of itself', my project positions inter-human exchange (between myself and 
others) as data. My research attempts to capture this scene (Price's ‘gas giant’), and 
through enumeration, give form to the activities around artistic practice that are not 
usually visible. Essentially, my research project uses inter-human exchange as a 'flow 
of production’ (Bourriaud 2005, p. 17).  
 
 
Artistic Precedent: On Kawara 
An artistic precedent can be seen On Kawara's I Met (1968–1979). Every day, between 
1968 and 1979, Kawara meticulously recorded the names of everyone he spoke with. 
The end result consists of twelve volumes containing a total of 4790 bound pages. 
Each page records a specific date and notes the names of everyone the artist 
conversed with on that day. Some entries resulted from organised occasions, such as 
dinners and meetings, while others exist only by an individual's chance presence on a 
                                                
15 I use this vague term as a way of sidestepping the term 'Relational Artists' or 'Relational 
Aesthetic Artists', and to broadly refer to the artists with whom Bourriaud has worked, many of 
whom disassociate with the label of ‘Relational Aesthetics’ that was inferred upon them. 
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particular day. On close inspection, the lists record a picture of the artist's personal life. 
Repeated names map out a landscape of the artist's intimate relationships with 
individuals. However, for all its pretence of systematic and organised enterprise, 
Kawara's dossier is essentially a record of random encounters and the daily, repetitive 
passing of time, repurposed as artwork. 
 
Jung-Ah Woo (2010) argues that On Kawara’s process of recording, filing and 
archiving is a form of aesthetic resistance. I Met16 is recorded with the systematic 
precision usually reserved for business: 'Despite their banality, Kawara meticulously 
documented these trivialities with a compulsive deliberation usually reserved for 
religious ritual and preserved the results through a bureaucratic system of filing and 
archiving' (Woo 2010, p. 64). In presenting this work in archival documents and folders, 
formats made to be archived for extended periods, Kawara rarefies his information, 
removing the artwork from the context of the everyday.  
 
 
Figure 1. On Kawara, I Met, 1968-1979, clothbound loose-leaf binders with plastic sleeves and 
inserted printed matter, twenty-four volumes. 
 
In Kawara’s process, the procedures and techniques of administration replace the 
physical artwork. Quasi-academic quantification is applied as an artistic approach: 'In 
                                                
16 Also I Got Up and I Went (both 1968-1979). 
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this respect, according to Buchloh, Kawara's relentless practice of cataloguing and his 
absurd enumeration of dates are safely embraced within the new paradigm of the 
aesthetic of administration' (Woo 2010, p. 70). In appropriating bureaucratic processes, 
Woo argues that Kawara's work also becomes the site of aesthetic resistance: 'For 
Kawara, the mode of production which emulates the logic of a bureaucratic 
administration serves as a site of mimetic resistance to the totalitarian society' (Woo 
2010, p. 70). An analogy can be drawn here to my own practice. My process of 
enumeration emulates processes of quantitative reasoning, serving as a subtle form of 
numerical resistance within a totally quantified society. 
 
 
Artistic Precedents: Differentiating my Practice 
‘Artists have to do their own work. Art should not be based on social interactions’  
Chris Burden, cited in Chris Kraus, 2004, Video Green: Los Angeles Art and The Triumph of 
Nothingness, Semiotext(e), New York, NY, p. 60. 
 
In addition to On Kawara's I Met (1968–1979), inter-human exchanges as a source of 
artistic content finds precedent in the examples of Lee Lozano’s Dialogue Piece 
(1969)17 and Jennifer Schlosberg’s 78 Drawings of My Face (1998).18 As in my own 
practice, these artists draw on their experience of the everyday and human interactions 
as a flow of production to generate the names that fill their volumes. The finished works 
are printed and written material, documents of lived experience removed from the 
everyday. The material form of documentation values the written word above the 
aesthetic; however, the meaning of these artworks lies not in the content of the text. 
 
The success of Schlosberg's work, Kraus (2004, p. 63) writes, is that it 'forges an 
interaction that implicates it's viewers ... [it presumes] to treat … experience 
                                                
17 Lee Lozano’s Dialogue Piece (Started April 21, 1969) (1969) consists of simple instructions 
handwritten on A4 paper: ‘The purpose of this piece is to have dialogues, not to make a piece’. 
The resulting artwork records names and content of the artist’s conversations with visitors to the 
artist’s studio. Lozano uses language, text and inter-human exchange as the conceptual 
‘substance’ of Dialogue Piece (Applin 2016, p. 92). 
18 Chris Kraus, in Video Green: Los Angeles Art and The Triumph of Nothingness (2004, pp. 58-
63) describes the artwork of Jennifer Schlosberg, a graduate art student at the University of 
California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Confronted with a class resistant to her friendly advances, 
Schlosberg began writing and documenting her experiences. The resulting work was 425 single 
spaced pages; an alphabetised dossier of the history of her interactions with everyone in her 
class. For Schlosberg, her retreat into documentation was not a way of exposing her 
classmates personal affairs, but a manifestation of aesthetic resistance against the social 
pressures she encountered at art school. 
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universally'. However, Lozano, Schlosberg and Kawara’s inclusion of individual names 
renders their documentation specific to each artists’ own time and social context. 
Conversely, no names are recorded through my process. All individuals are de-
personalised through the numerical process used. This situates the artwork as distinct 
from Kawara’s I Met, which records the names of every individual the artist spoke with 
on a given day, and Lozano’s Dialogue Piece19 and Schlosberg’s dossier, which both 
record the names and content of interpersonal exchange. 
 
             
Left: Figure 2. On Kawara, I Met (01 July 1968), 1968. 
Right: Figure 3. Lee Lozano, Dialogue Piece (Started April 21, 1969), 1969. 
 
My process is impersonal, rational and unemotional. All interactions are enumerated, 
removing any sentimentality or recognisable link to where the information was drawn 
from. My focus on the quantitative intentionally excludes qualitative readings, imitating 
processes by which individuals are already subject to numerical processes in society. 
De-personalising the information leaves only numbers, and the names of public places, 
businesses, and street names, as indicators of the process enacted. Translating 
                                                
19 The detail of Lozano's records are republished in Lozano, L 1969, ‘Dialogue Piece’ in A 
Alberro & B Stimson (eds.) 1999, Conceptual Art: A Critical Anthology, MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA, pp. 112-121. 
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human interaction as data results in numerical information that can be considered 
universal. The information produced could refer to any life, any social group. 
 
I would also like to take this opportunity to differentiate my practice from the Quantified 
Self movement. Proponents of this lifestyle employ data tracking devices and mobile 
phone applications to harness individual biometrics that produce data, allowing for self-
improvement in diet, activity, mood, and general well-being. Both the Quantified Self 
movement and my project are based in an enumeration of daily life. While there are 
similarities between the two, my project sits outside of this self-improvement trend. 
Those in the Quantified Self movement obtain data that relates solely to themselves. 
Quantification determines the individual's relationship with themselves (The Invisible 
Committee 2017, p. 101). My process, however, is intended to highlight the absurdity 
of this ideology and the inability of number to adequately account for lived experience. 
 
 
My Life as a Site of Production 
My inter-human exchanges provide an incessant flow of interactions that I can quantify. 
As in the work of Lozano, Schlosberg, and Kawara, this methodology situates my life 
itself as a source of viable artistic content. Instigating this generative system was 
intended to remove my subjectivity from the production of the work. It was hoped that 
my chance encounters, the random pressures of life and uncertainty of the future, 
would produce an endless stream of numerical data (on which the works are based) 
without need for conscious consideration. I believe this approach to be making do with 
what I have (Bourriaud 2005, p. 17), using my socialising and scene making as 
‘legitimate artistic activity’ (Price 2015, p. 38). 
 
Much of my daily life is situated within this 'nimbus' of socialising and scene making 
that Seth Price (2015) describes. I go to art exhibitions, openings, have meetings with 
artists, help to run an art gallery, and juggle paid work. Over 2014 to 2017, for 
example, I had 105 coffees with friends20, drank at Hell’s Kitchen 51 times, went to 25 
parties, 252 art exhibitions, and visited friends at their houses on 171 different 
occasions. This enumeration gives form to the otherwise hidden labour of being an 
artist: exhibition openings, meetings, and socialising. These activities do not directly 
                                                
20 The actual number of coffee dates is actually higher than this. A number of occasions were 
spontaneous and later forgotten about before being recorded, highlighting a discrepancy in my 
system; that is, in my memory. 
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contribute to material output but are, nonetheless, as important as time spent in the 
studio.  
 
In situating my research within the framework of the everyday, discernible definitions 
between art, life and work are eroded. Centred around my daily life, my studio research 
positions my artistic ‘labour’ of recording and tallying, as constant and ongoing: 
’’Practice' doesn't stop when you put your paintbrush/pen/spanner down; there's no 
clocking on and off; practice is a 'dimension of all one's existence’’ (Art & Language 
1975, p. 2). Within this system, my daily life is situated as a 'readymade' site of 
production. In Bourriaud's (2005, p. 17) terms, the 'flows of production' do not cease, to 
the extent that my artistic process is constantly being lived. 
 
 
Art Without Work? 
Situating my daily life as a site of artistic production raises questions regarding artistic 
labour. My thinking around artistic labour has been informed by recent writings on ‘the 
refusal of work’,21 which questions the privileged position of ‘work’ within society. 
Authors on the refusal of work propose ‘an affirmative slant to forms of doing nothing or 
refraining’ (Müller & Ricupero 2016, p. 3). In their catalogue essay for the exhibition 
New Ways of Doing Nothing: An Exhibition at Kunsthalle Wien (2016), Joan Müller and 
Cristina Ricupero (2016, p. 3) justify the refusal of work as ‘passive resistance [a way] 
in which "doing nothing" generates its own potential with respect to the requirements 
(and impositions) of a society that concentrates on activity and productivity'. This 
passive resistance is a productive gesture that reaffirms the agency of the individual. 
 
In his 2011 article titled Art Without Work, Anton Vidokle considers another perspective 
and asks 'can there also be an art without work' (Vidokle 2011, p. 3)? Vidolke believes 
that art resides within and between subjects and that these subjects do not always 
require work to reproduce themselves: 'for example, falling in love, or having a religious 
or aesthetic experience does not require work, so why should art require work to come 
                                                
21 An artistic precursor to this thought is Lee Lozano's Dropout Piece (1970). For further 
information, see Maurizio Lazzarato, Marcel Duchamp and the Refusal of Work (2014); Joan 
Müller & Cristina Ricupero, exhibition catalogue for New Ways of Doing Nothing: An Exhibition 
at Kunsthalle Wien (2016); Martin Herbert, Tell Them I Said No (2016); Claire Fontaine, Human 
Strike Has Already Begun (2013); and David Frayne, The Refusal of Work: The Theory and 
Practice of Resistance to Work (2015). Many of these authors take as their starting point 
Herman Melville’s fictional character of Bartelby, the Scrivner, A Story of Wall Street (1853). 
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in to being' (Vidokle 2011, p. 4)? Rather than the result of genius or hard work, Vidolke 
(2011, p. 4) asserts that art is the outcome of certain conditions of production. Vidolke 
re-orients artistic production from a conscious activity, to one that results from simply 
‘living’. In this view, if these conditions were to be replicated, they would, therefore, 
produce art: 
If the ultimate conditions of production are the world and life (rather than a 
studio or art museum), it would then follow that a certain way of living, of being 
in the world, would in itself result in the production of art: no work is necessary 
(Vidokle 2011, p. 4).  
Vidolke’s proposition is applicable to the conditions I establish for my own practice, 
which places an equal 'emphasis on the reorganisation of life and social relations as on 
the production of art' (Vidokle 2011, p. 6). Through the act of quantification, my social 
relations and immediate environment become both the conditions for and the subject of 
my work.  
 
Quantifying my everyday is a tongue-in-cheek response to the driving force behind the 
contemporary work ethic. My artistic process has been inextricably linked to my daily 
life in such a way that ‘simply living’ generates numerical data, thereby offering an 
affirmative slant to forms of ‘doing nothing’ or ‘living my life’. This process raises 
questions as to whether simply living one’s life can be considered as ‘work’, 
challenging conventional notions of artistic labour. If work and life are already 
conflated, my artistic methodology asks if simply living daily life can, therefore, be cast 
as ‘working’? 
 
 
Artistic Precedent: Allan Kaprow’s Performance of Living 
Allan Kaprow’s conscious acknowledgement of quotidian actions as viable artistic 
content provides an example of Vidolke's (2011, p. 4) assertion 'that a certain way of 
living, of being in the world, would in itself result in the production of art: no work is 
necessary'. Kaprow's artwork and writings from 1964-1979 reflect an increasing 
interest in the performance-like quality of everyday life. Intimately bound with the 
routine of daily life, these actions transcend traditional definitions of performance art 
and recast performance as action (Lütticken 2012, p. 1). For Kaprow, it is the choice to 
consciously observe such actions that imbue them with significance beyond the 
quotidian:  
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Such consciousness of what we do and feel each day, it's relation to other's 
experience and to nature around us, becomes in a real way the performance of 
living. And the very process of paying attention to this continuum is poised on 
the threshold of art performance (Kaprow 1979, p. 196) 
Kaprow’s way of being in the world, and observation of the performative qualities of 
daily life, extends on Vidolke's (2011, p. 3) question, 'can there also be an art without 
work' to consider daily life itself as art. To interpret these actions as art is entirely the 
prerogative of the artist and willingness of the audience to accept the action as art 
(Kaprow 1967, p. 87).  
 
 
Artistic Labour as General Performance 
Writings on immaterial labour22 have informed my thinking around my artistic practice, 
particularly in regards to the collapse of distinctions between work and daily life. 
Through my process, the dialogue between artist and audience is constantly open: I 
am always collecting information, always performing the labour of quantifying my daily 
life. As such, it could be argued that I am always ‘working’. Changes in contemporary 
labour practices and theories around immaterial labour position as performative: ‘every 
form of labor that produces an immaterial good ... is fundamentally a performance: the 
product is the act itself' (Hardt & Negri 2004, p. 200). As immaterial labour does not 
produce a traditional material object, the outcome of immaterial labour is the 
performance of the labour itself. Theories of immaterial labour are extended by Sven 
Lütticken's concept of General Performance (2012).  
 
 
General Performance 
Sven Lütticken's concept of General Performance (2012) articulates how changes in 
labour have come to redefine work in performative terms, and vice versa (Lütticken 
2012, p. 1). Lütticken (2012, p. 1) describes the term performance as 'slippery', in that it 
not only refers to the productivity of labour, but also to our individual, quasi-theatrical 
                                                
22 In his seminal essay Immaterial Labour (1996), Maurizio Lazzarato (1996, p. 133) defines 
immaterial labour as 'the labour that produces the informational and cultural content of the 
commodity'. This description refers to the activity and commodification of intellectual labour, 
which exists outside of traditional material interpretations of labour. Immaterial labour is defined 
by the quality of the product produced, rather than through the labour itself. In this definition, 
although the visual artist produces a material product, this is an individual and unique artwork 
which exists, primarily, as a conveyor of cultural and informational content.  
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self-presentation. It is these two definitions that Lütticken combines in his description of 
General Performance. Lütticken expands notions of performance to include daily 
activities, which have previously escaped interpretation as ‘work’. He writes that the 
artist, writer, or curator works when performing their job, but also when they perform 
additional tasks, such as ‘giving talks, going to openings, being in the right place at the 
right time' (Lütticken 2012, p. 1). This definition of performance outlines an economy of 
presence (Steyerl 2017, p. 23), always on standby for a potential engagement during 
which the 'imperative [is] for people to present themselves, to perform themselves as 
commodities' (Lütticken 2005, p. 17). It is important to note that the examples chosen 
by Lütticken, ‘giving talks, going to openings, being in the right place at the right time', 
are additional tasks in that they exist outside of measurable working hours. In this 
context, the enumeration of my own ‘giving talks, going to openings, being in the right 
place at the right time’ can also be considered in performative terms. 
 
Performing oneself as a commodity is increasingly the nature of contemporary working 
life and is especially characteristic of the contemporary artist: 'general performance in 
art cannot be separated from the wider transformation of work in terms of performance' 
(Lütticken 2012, p. 3).23 When artistic practice encompasses all areas of daily life, such 
as in my own, the distinctions between discreet, quantifiable units or time are eroded: 
When labor becomes general performance, time-as-measure erodes; “flexible 
working hours” means that all hours are potentially working hours, and every 
encounter potentially becomes a form of networking and hence self-
performance (Lütticken 2012, p. 5). 
Lütticken clearly articulates the erosion of distinct measurable units of working time, 
recasting 'general life' as performance. Every potential inter-human exchange, every 
random encounter in the street, or transaction in a shop, has the potential to be an 
opportunity for networking. As such, we are constantly on the verge of performance. 
Dieter Lesage takes Lütticken's thesis even further, arguing 'not only has performance 
become general, as Lütticken rightly claims, but even more, I would like to argue, 
performance has become permanent' (Lesage 2012, p. 17).24 Lütticken and Lesage 
articulate a position parallel to my own practice, in which an expanded approach to 
making situates the living of my life as viable artistic content; where all waking hours 
are 'potentially working hours’. 
                                                
23 Italic emphasis in original. 
24 Italic emphasis in original. 
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Collapse of Distinctions Between Work and Life 
Theories of immaterial labour articulate the collapse of distinctions between work and 
life. It is within this space, between life and work, that my artistic practice sits. 
Lazzarato (1996, p. 137) warns: 'It is worth noting that in this kind of working existence 
it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish leisure time from work time. In a sense, 
life becomes inseparable from work’. This reflects recent writings on artistic labour, 
which speak to the erosion of discernible partitions between life, work, and art (Gillick 
2010; Lazzarato 2014; Steiner 2003; Virno 2004). In Art and Labour: On Consumption, 
Laziness and Less Work (2012, p. 120), Bojana Kunst (2012, p. 123) relates this 
concept to artistic practice, writing: 'Subordinated to the necessity of work, artistic work 
no longer knows a division between life and work: every aspect of life is an aspect of 
labour'. In this new paradigm, life, work, and art become one and the same. 
 
My practice falls firmly within this definition of general performance offered by 
Lütticken. In documenting the minutiae of my everyday, any recognisable measure of 
working time has been eroded. Lütticken's (2012, p. 1) examples of ‘giving talks, going 
to openings, being in the right place at the right time', or Price's (2015, p. 38) 
'socializing and scene-making' are all everyday lived situations that I might experience 
and enumerate. In this context, lived experience is potentially an opportunity for 
‘networking and hence self-performance’ (Lütticken 2012, p. 5). The distinctions 
between my life, my work and art are dissolved to the extent that there is an 'inability to 
distinguish between labor and leisure, between work and occupation, between working 
hours and free time - between performance and life' (Lütticken 2012, p. 8). Ongoing 
and all encompassing, my documentation of the self does not recognise traditional 
artistic boundaries between life and art. Instead, my artistic process is constantly being 
lived.  
 
 
Conclusion to Chapter One 
Chapter One has sought to establish the various conceptual frameworks that have 
informed my approach to this practice-led research. My practice emulates the 
processes of enumeration and quantification as a critique of the increasing prevalence 
with which we are constituted as subjects through processes of enumeration. Using the 
framework of Michel Foucault’s concept of ‘arts of existence’ and Lefebvre’s ‘Life as 
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Art’, I position my practice as a creative response to this circumstance: a small act of 
self-determination against the numerical forces that shape our lives. 
 
Quantifying my daily life enables me to ascribe a numeric value to things that are literal 
and transparent; those daily experiences that are deeply imbedded in our 
understanding of the world, yet remain invisible. The aim being to extract meaning from 
the personal data I generate, and to quantify and make sense of the world around me. 
Subverting these tools for my own means is a form of subtle anarchy intended to 
comment on the role that bureaucracy, big data and the increasing reliance on the 
dehumanising nature of quantitative and statistical approaches. 
 
My artistic process seamlessly integrates into my daily life, recording my movement 
and interactions as I go. Within the framework of the everyday, the research conducted 
for the PhD enumerates my daily life as a methodological approach to making art. My 
project translates inter-human exchanges between others and myself as data, and 
through this enumeration, gives form to the activities around artistic practice that are 
not usually visible, such as the socialising and scene making described by Price 
(2015). 
 
My research draws on Anton Vidokle’s Art Without Work (2011) to enact an expanded 
approach to art production that considers art a result from certain conditions of 
production: ‘it would then follow that a certain way of living, of being in the world, would 
in itself result in the production of art: no work is necessary’ (Vidokle 2011). This lived 
methodology situates my practice within the context the everyday and positions my life 
as a site for production. 
 
My artistic process asks if ‘work’ and life are already conflated, can simply living daily 
life be, therefore, cast as ‘working’? This thought runs parallel to the expanded view of 
contemporary artistic practice offered by Vidolke and Price who ask, 'might it be 
possible that socializing and scene-making were legitimate and even shrewd artistic 
activities’ (Price 2015, p. 38), and Bourriaud (2005, p. 17) who asks 'how can we 
produce singularity and meaning from this chaotic mass of objects, names, and 
references that constitutes our daily life?' These theoretical texts stress the role of 
inter-human exchange in the production of the artwork. 
 
As a continuous artistic process, my documentation of the self does not adhere to 
traditional boundaries between art and life. Instead, it is constant and unceasing. 
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Theories of immaterial labour articulate the erosion of discernible differences between 
life and work, such that ‘life becomes inseparable from work’ (Lazzarato 1996, p. 138). 
Sven Lütticken's General Performance (2012) extends these theories to describe 
conditions where these changes in labour have come to redefine work in performative 
terms, and vice versa, leading to a state of general, even permanent performance.  
 
Quantifying my daily life is a distancing mechanism that removes the personal. This 
distancing creates space for me to critique the quantifying processes (many of which 
are unseen) that have come to define our daily experience of the world. The following 
exegesis will begin to illustrate how critique of the quantified world can reveal 
information, personal connections, and create new experiences from this information. 
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Chapter Two: Numerical Tools of Manufacture 
 
Introduction to Chapter Two 
How, then, do we quantify this everyday? How does one apply the antithetical 
discourse of analytical scientific methodology to the study of often-irrational emotions 
and interpersonal relationships? In Everyday Life: Theories and Practices from 
Surrealism to the Present, Michael Sheringham (2007, p. 386) posits that the everyday 
‘dissolves into statistics, properties and data when the everyday is made an object of 
scrutiny'. In effect, close examination reduces the everyday to numbers. 
 
In writing on mathematics in art I choose to leave aside the broader history of this 
relationship and, instead, concentrate on a few specific examples. I take up discussion 
from around 1951 with François Morellet's use of number as a generative tool. 
Morellet's use of numbers initiated a systematic approach to making art that pre-
empted the use of number within Conceptual Art practices from the 1960’s and 1970’s. 
Russian Artists Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid's Most Wanted and Least 
Wanted series is discussed as a celebration of the statistic. Of conceptual relevance to 
my own practice is Falke Pisano’s exhibition The Value of Mathematics (2015) at 
REDCAT in Los Angeles, which is discussed as a parallel to my own enquiries 
regarding the privileged position of mathematics within society. Pisano’s exhibition 
posits other possible alternative mathematics as a way to question the perceived 
authority of a singular mathematics. 
 
Processes of quantitative reasoning interpret the social body as number. My research 
takes the numeric and statistical processes already engaged in counting, 
understanding and organising the social body and apply these as methodology. I offer 
an incomplete and abridged overview of the mathematical and statistical processes 
that I use, including counting, and descriptive and inferential statistics. I am not a 
contemporary mathematician. Subsequently, the mathematical processes I employ are 
elementary. Their function is purely to generate numerical content. These numerical 
processes are also evident within the work and reflect back as content. Therefore, my 
discussion of numeric processes can be read as both an explanation of the 
methodology undertaken to make the artwork, and discussion of the readings elicited 
by the use of these processes. 
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The second half of this chapter introduces my artwork and begins to address my 
second research question: ‘In what ways can this numerical information be used to 
create form?’ I discuss three exhibitions undertaken during the first year of the 
research degree: Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents, Various Limitations 
(2014) at TCB Art Inc., and Infinite Variety (2014) at Utopian Slumps. All three 
exhibitions were an opportunity to test methods of translating the data collected into 
form and to test approaches to materiality. The exhibitions would prove formative to the 
development of my research and resulted in a number of important conclusions that 
would shape the research ahead.  
 
Through these exhibitions, I became aware of the transience of numerical information 
collected. My artistic process is constant, ongoing, and always generating new 
numerical information. Realising that the data I was collecting became supplanted by 
the next day’s data posed interesting questions on how to respond to the ever-
changing numerical information. I discuss the conclusions reached on how to navigate 
this issue within my process. 
 
The simplicity of mathematical approaches used emphasises not the specific numerical 
results produced, but the statistical and administrative processes that are applied to my 
daily life. I discuss these readings of administrative content with reference to Benjamin 
Buchloh’s Conceptual Art 1962 - 1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration to the 
Critique of Institutions (1990) and Hito Steyerl’s Aesthetics of Resistance? Artistic 
Research as Discipline and Conflict (2010). Both Buchloh and Steyerl question artistic 
practices that employ a language of administration; however, what Buchloh and Steyerl 
see as shortcomings, I argue are artistic strategies. 
 
 
Numbers and Art 
Mathematics and visual art have a long and intimate history. I choose to leave this 
history aside and pick up the narrative with the post-World War II movement of 
Concrete Art. It is with the figure of Max Bill, in particular, that mathematics is afforded 
a privileged place within the construction of art. In 1949, Max Bill wrote The 
Mathematical Approach in Contemporary Art (1949), in which he set out his rationale 
for Concrete Art. Bill believed that mathematics is central to our understanding of, and 
interaction with, the world: 
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mathematics provides us with a primary method of cognition, and can therefore 
enable us to apprehend our physical surroundings, so, too, some of its basic 
elements will furnish us with laws to appraise the interactions of separate 
objects, or groups of objects, one to another (Bill 1949, p. 21-22). 
It is through mathematics, Bill argued, that we are able to understand the world. Bill 
(1949, p. 21-22) called for an art: ‘... in which the artist's work could be founded to quite 
a substantial degree on a mathematical line of approach to its content’. For Bill and his 
contemporaries, mathematical principles acted as guidelines within which artists 
created their work. These were ‘rules’ or ‘laws’ for making, but did not generate form, 
as such.  
 
It was with the French artist François Morellet that mathematics became a generative 
tool that could be employed to determine the appearance of artwork.25 From the mid-
1950’s Morellet began to employ simple mathematical algorithms to create variants for 
change and to systematise his creative process (Zelevansky 2004, p. 14). In taking this 
step forward from his predecessors, Morellet built on their ideas of mathematics as a 
formal framework within which to make work, and initiated mathematical systems as a 
generative tool. For Morellet, employing a systematic approach to the production of 
work was not an aesthetic choice, but allowed him to instigate rules for making which 
would determine compositions independent from the artist's own aesthetic decisions 
(Orbost & Morellet 2016; see also McEvilley 2005, p. 138).  
 
Morellet's pre-occupation with process and systematic thought led to an investigation of 
mathematical systems and quantification as artistic methodology. These approaches 
replaced traditional principles of pictorial and compositional organisation and were to 
become standard vocabulary within Conceptual art (McEvilley 2005, p. 138; 
Zelevansky 2004, p. 18). Examples of numerical approaches are the internalised logic 
within Channa Horwitz's26 'Sonakinatography', Hanne Darboven's27 devised 
                                                
25 Morellet's trajectory toward abstract art was inspired by viewing Tribal Art at the Musée de 
l’Homme in Paris in 1949 (Orbost & Morellet 2016). During a visit to Rio de Janeiro in 1950, 
Morellet was introduced to Concrete Art and the work of Max Bill (Gamwell 2015, p. 406). 
Morellet identified with Swiss Concrete art's search for a system; however, believed 'the 
systems they adopted ... to be literary, complicated, and, above all, unable to be perceived 
immediately by the viewer' (Morellet 1970 in Morellet 2016, p. 140). It was during a 1952 visit to 
the Alhambra palace and fortress complex in Granada, Andalusia, Spain (Lemoines 1996, p. 
16; Orbost & Morellet 2016) where Morellet saw (in the Alhambra tiles) possibilities for formal 
structure based on simple algorithmic variations (Orbost & Morellet 2016).  
26 'Sonakinatography' uses linear progression of the number eight to generate form. 
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mathematical language, Sol LeWitt’s procedural mathematical permutations, and 
André Cadere's28 segmented lengths of wood. I will discuss André Cadere at length in 
the next chapter. Following Morellet, each of these artists works with an invented, 
systematic numerical logic that dictates the final outcome and appearance of the work. 
 
 
Artistic Precedent: Komar and Melamid’s Most Wanted (1994-1997) 
‘Numbers are innocent. They're not involved. They're not engaged. They don't cheat on 
us. They're not politicized, let's say. They're just pure, beautiful, and truthful.’ 
Alexander Melamid & This American Life, 1998, Episode 88: Numbers, audio podcast, originally 
aired 02 January 1998, Chicago Public Media, act 2, para. 2. 
 
Of procedural influence to my work is the complex system of mathematical data 
collection and processing prevalent in the Most Wanted and Most Unwanted (1994-
1997) series by Russian artists Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid.29 For this series, 
telephone-polling companies were employed to survey the general public, collecting 
demographic details and the artistic preferences of the respondents. The artists saw 
this as a collaborative process with the general public (Komar, Melamid & Wypijewski 
1999, p. 9). A wealth of statistical data was amassed and processed to make 'larger' 
paintings,30 of overwhelmingly outdoor scenes,31 predominantly blue,32 with blended 
colours,33 and festive in appearance.34 Although (mostly) representational, these 
paintings are formulated through statistical process, most of which remains unseen. 
                                                                                                                                          
27 Hanne Darboven's work employs numbers and simple mathematical progressions to 
transcribe time, text and place. 
28 André Cadere's segmented bars are organised according to a mathematical permutation that 
also includes an intentional error. 
29 Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid collaborated from 1973 until 2003. 
30 'Larger' paintings are preferred by 34% of all people surveyed in in China, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Iceland, Kenya, Russia, Turkey, Ukraine and the United States of America (as 32.4% of 
the world's population in 1999), preferred outdoor scenes over indoor scenes (Komar, Melamid 
& Wypijewski 1999, p. 97). 
31 66% of people surveyed in China, Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Kenya, Russia, Turkey, 
Ukraine and the United States of America (as 32.4% of the world's population in 1999), 
preferred outdoor scenes over indoor scenes (Komar, Melamid & Wypijewski 1999, p. 94). 
32 24% of people surveyed in China, Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Kenya, Russia, Turkey, 
Ukraine and the United States of America (as 32.4% of the world's population in 1999), stated 
blue as their favourite colour (Komar, Melamid & Wypijewski 1999, p. 92). 
33 45% of people surveyed in China, Finland, Iceland, Kenya, Turkey and the United States of 
America (as 27.8% of the world's population in 1999), preferred blended colours (Komar, 
Melamid & Wypijewski 1999, p. 96). 
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Figure 4. Komar & Melamid, The People's Choice, 1995, installation of The Paris exhibition, 
wood and tempera France, tabletop size. The sculptures give form to various data from the 
French poll. 
 
When first shown at the Alternative Museum in New York, America's Most Wanted and 
Most Unwanted were exhibited alongside large paintings of graphs and charts and 
constructions in painted wood, complete with headings, colour names, and numerical 
values. In presenting these subtle presentations of information alongside the Most 
Wanted and Most Unwanted paintings, Komar and Melamid make visible both the 
system behind the paintings, and the wealth of statistical information collected through 
this process.35 These accompanying works have proven influential in the initial 
development of my research, specifically their assertion that the artwork can operate 
as both aesthetic object and direct presentation of statistical information. 
 
 
Artistic Precedent: Falke Pisano's The Value in Mathematics (2015) 
Whereas Komar and Melamid celebrate the numerical, Falke Pisano questions the 
privilege afforded to mathematics. It is the precedent of Falke Pisano that has proven 
of conceptual influence to the development of my research. Pisano's recent exhibition, 
                                                                                                                                          
34 57% of people surveyed in China, Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Kenya, Turkey and the 
United States of America (as 28.9% of the world's population in 1999), preferred festive 
paintings (Komar, Melamid & Wypijewski 1999, p. 97). 
35 Revealing this information publicises that the final paintings have not been made through 
statistical information alone, but are interpretations by the artists, who have been required to 
introduce subjective interpretation to complete the Most Wanted and Most Unwanted paintings. 
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The Value in Mathematics (2015) at REDCAT, Los Angeles36, questions our 
assumptions of a singular mathematics and the perceived truth inherent in numbers. 
That number should be questioned and examined, rather than accepted at face value, 
runs counter to the prevailing view of number imbuing qualities of clear reasoning, logic 
and deductive proof. 
 
The Value in Mathematics questions the presumption of mathematics as a universal, 
neutral and transparent discipline. To counter this perception, Pisano considered the 
notion of ethnomathematics, the cultural construct of mathematical practice, which 
recognises alternate and culturally diverse mathematics. ‘The ethnomathematician,’ 
she states, ‘develops an approach in which mathematics is a part of a broader program 
of striving for equality between different groups of people’ (Pisano, cited in Gaida 
2016). She contends that, due to culture and circumstance, people use mathematics in 
different ways and for different reasons. This results in multiple mathematical logics 
being applied to the same problem. The resulting artworks speculate on a world with 
several mathematics, the variations this implies, and the multiple futures that different 
mathematical universes make possible.  
 
             
Left: Figure 5. Falke Pisano, Accepting Two Accounts to be Equally Valuable, 2015. 
Right: Figure 6. Falke Pisano, Learning in Proximity (Paper), 2015. 
 
                                                
36 Falke Pisano, The Value in Mathematics, 2015, exhibition, Saturday, 9 May to 28 June 2015, 
REDCAT, Los Angeles, CA. 
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It is this logic that Pisano explores in her wall text below, Artwork (#2), Negotiations in 
Exchange (2015), from the exhibition The Value in Mathematics: 
 
 
Figure 7. Falke Pisano, Artwork (# 2), Negotiations in Exchange, 2015, wall text from the 
exhibition The Value in Mathematics, 2015, REDCAT, Los Angeles. 
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Falke Pisano's works question ‘how mathematics functions within power structures’ 
(Pisano, cited in Gaida 2016) and play with the notion that our mathematical reality is a 
constructed one. Pisano’s use of ethnomathematics prompts considerations of possible 
alternate scenarios. The works appear as individual experiments, exercises in logic, 
and carefully considered feedback loops. As such, they read as thoughts not yet 
complete, propositions never realised. In proposing alternate mathematical realities, 
Pisano's work challenges the dominance of the prevailing numerical culture and 
questions the perceived neutrality of mathematics as a language. The questions posed 
by Pisano raise awareness that mathematics is not as universally valid as commonly 
perceived but, instead, is riddled with incongruities, limitations and incompleteness. It is 
this artistic approach that has informed my approach to numbers.  
 
 
My Use of Numbers 
In Paragraphs On Conceptual Art (1967, para. 8), Sol LeWitt admits, ‘the mathematics 
used by most artists is simple arithmetic or simple number systems’. My use of 
numbers and mathematics is similarly simple, and rarely extends beyond elementary 
arithmetic. Using the vocabulary of mathematics and statistical collection, closer to 
what Lucy Lippard (1973, p. xvi) calls ‘pseudo-scientific data’ than pure mathematics, 
my use of number imitates processes of administration: recording, organising, 
numericising and statistical analysis, as a methodological approach to determine form. 
Constrained by my lack of mathematical ability, my use of number is limited to all but 
the most basic processes. The infinite numerical possibilities offered by mathematics37 
are eschewed in favour of elementary arithmetic; applied mathematics rather than pure 
mathematics. 
 
My process translates my daily experience as numerical content. This is raw data and 
has no real significance in this form. Interpersonal interactions are quantified and 
collated to make a larger tally for a single day, or for at a single venue. Organised 
within the Microsoft Excel program, mathematical processes of addition and simple 
statistical forecasting formulas are applied to process the data collected. From this 
organised data, clear relational connections and context can be deduced, producing 
information. The simplicity of this mathematical approach emphasises not the specific 
                                                
37 For example, complex mathematical processes of algebra, differential equations and 
calculus. 
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numerical results produced, but the statistical and administrative procedures that are 
applied to my daily life. 
 
 
Counting 
'One, Two, Three, Four’ 
Martin Creed, 2012, 1, 2, 3, 4, sound recording, Moshi Moshi Records, London, UK. 
 
Counting, or quantifying, is the natural ordering of cardinal numbers. When applied to 
the counting of things,38 it is to allocate a natural number to each individual thing within 
a given group. Counting objectifies the subject as being significant in some way, 
whether by virtue of inherent characteristics or simply for the fact of being chosen. The 
act of choosing what to count imbues the object of enumeration with significance: 
'What counts - in the sense of what is valued - is that which is counted' (Badiou 2008b, 
p. 2). Counting is the most basic of mathematical approaches, and is 'a way of making 
decisions without seeming to decide' (Porter 1995, p. 8). 
 
The rigour and universality associated with number and mathematics makes them an 
ideal tool for objective rationality: 'Strict quantification, through measurement, counting, 
and calculation, is among the most credible strategies for rendering nature or society 
objective' (Porter 1995, p. 74). Daston and Galison (2007, p. 36) go so far as to state 
that objectivity is achieved through the suppression of ‘some aspect of the self, the 
countering of subjectivity’. When applied to the enumeration of daily life, quantification 
should remove my subjectivity, allowing for an objective recording of my surroundings; 
however, my manual process of recording and entering information39 introduces a 
subjective procedure that undermines the objective rationality inherent in numerical 
systems. My use of such Luddite means returns the personal to numerical processes 
and is a further critique and refusal of the methods used to quantify individuals on a 
daily basis. 
 
My artistic process contains gaps and failings that are embraced as inherent to the 
process. My system presumes to tally my social interactions and places I visit. Within 
                                                
38 I use thing, rather than object, to evoke both material and immaterial possibilities. 
39 Basic materials of pen and paper are used to tally my interactions and movement through 
daily life. I manually enter this information into the computer for organisation and storage of the 
data collected. 
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this claim is an inherent absurdity that raises questions regarding the ability to 
(actually) record every aspect of one’s life. Practicalities determine that only those 
people whose names I know and with whom I have a meaningful interaction are 
recorded. As such, not all of my interactions are recorded, neither are all places. 
Consequently, these limitations disclose an inability to actually record all of daily life 
and, by extension, question the potential of mathematics to comprehensively represent 
lived experience.  
 
 
Statistics 
'Kent Brockman: Mr Simpson, how do you respond to the charge that petty vandalism 
such as graffiti is down 80%, while heavy sack beatings are up a shocking 900%? 
Homer Simpson: Oh, people can come up with statistics to prove anything Kent. 
Forfty40 percent of all people know that.’ 
The Simpsons, 1994, Season 5, Episode 11 'Homer the Vigilante', Television Program, Fox 
Network, United States, 6 January 1994. 
 
Once counted, numbers can be subject to broader mathematical equations. The 
application of mathematical processes on a collection of numerical data produces 
statistics. These processes can order, organise, even ascertain information pertaining 
to numerical constituents. More broadly, statistics as a practice refers to processes of 
collection, organisation and analysis of numbers. I use the term ‘statistics’ to refer to 
both these processes and processed numerical data. Activities quantified by my artistic 
process are entered into Microsoft Excel where they are collated, organised and 
subjected to mathematical processes to produce statistics. 
 
Statistics can either be ‘descriptive’ or ‘inferential’. I use both descriptive and inferential 
statistics in my work.41 Descriptive statistics summarise and describe the information 
collected, while inferential statistics infer meaning from data that are liable to arbitrary 
variance. In my research, I employ inferential statistics to create statistical forecasts of 
my future. Forecasts are essentially predictions; however, where predictions are 
                                                
40 'Forfty percent is a direct quote. The mispronunciation highlights the statistics are frequently 
employed to obfuscate. 
41 Descriptive statistics are employed in Various Limitations (2014) at TCB Art Inc.; Infinite 
Variety (2014) at Utopian Slumps; Circles (2014-2017); and Spreadsheets (2014-ongoing). 
Inferential statistics are used in the work made for Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents; 
Spreadsheets (2014-ongoing); and Speculated Futures (2015-2018). 
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concerned with single events, forecasts consider persisting trends (Bell 1973, p. 3-4). 
Where descriptive statistics detail the information collected, inferential statistics 
extrapolate significance from the data. This ‘significance’ can only ever be 
propositional: a hypothesis deduced from the numerical input. This information is 
subject to change whenever a new iteration of data is entered. 
 
 
Statistical Processes as Homogenising Information 
The application of statistical processes has the effect of blending numerical information 
to form an indistinguishable whole. Reducing entire populations to a uniform numerical 
formula occurs with a blindness to cultural variability and general diversity (Davies 
2017). Theodore Porter (1995, p. 77) addresses this quality, stating: 'Social 
quantification means studying people in classes, abstracting away their individuality'. 
Similarly, applying statistical processes to the administration of my own life 
homogenises the information collected. This process dehumanises the subject of 
investigation, replacing it with a neat mathematical formula that bears little to no 
resemblance to the original subject. 
 
Between 2014 and 2017, for example, I had 378 random encounters with 479 people I 
know;42 I went to work 320 times and spoke with 1,568 individuals at my place of 
employment. Each point of data represents an interpersonal interaction recorded from 
the social milieu of my daily life; however, the identities of these individuals are lost. 
Although the locations mentioned in my spreadsheets may be familiar to some viewers, 
there are no specifics within the numerical information produced that ground the 
information as belonging to any one individual. Instead, the details of that information, 
of my life, are gone: individual names, times of interactions, the topics of conversation, 
the nuances of meetings, the humanity of life are all replaced by a number. 
 
 
Translating Numbers to Form 
The reduction of lived experience to number provides a means by which daily life can 
be made subject to numerical, statistical and administrative processes. The numbers 
                                                
42 I interpret random encounters to be unplanned interactions with people I know. For example, 
bumping into a friend on the street. The discrepancy between these two numbers; 378 
encounters with 479 individuals, suggests that on a number of instances I bumped into two or 
more people that I know at the one time. 
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generated by my application of statistical processes are translated into two- and three-
dimensional form. Throughout the duration of the research, I have trialed a number of 
approaches to address the research question, ‘In what ways can this numerical 
information be used to create form?’ Three exhibitions during the first year of my 
candidature, Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents, Various Limitations (2014) at 
TCB Art Inc., and Infinite Variety (2014) at Utopian Slumps, provided an opportunity to 
test methods of translating number to form, and were to prove formative in the 
development of my research.  
 
 
Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents 
Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents43 examined the discrepancy between the 
information statistically forecast by my system and ‘actual’ data produced through 
living. The exhibition provided me with an opportunity to respond to work that I had 
made for a previous exhibition at the gallery in 2012, in which I statistically forecast my 
interactions for the duration of the exhibition (14 June to 14 July, 2012). For the new 
research, I was able to interrogate the difference between the forecast statistic and the 
actual ‘lived’ information generated during the duration of the exhibition (14 June to 14 
July, 2012). The numerical discrepancy between these two points, the forecast and 
actual, became the content on which sculptures were made. 
 
While some predictions proved extremely accurate, others varied wildly. Rather than 
manipulate the results, or explain them away, I embraced the variance. The works in 
this exhibition exist only because there is a discrepancy. If the predictions were 
accurate, this work would not be possible. Highlighting this disparity enabled me to 
directly address the research questions, ‘What are the gaps in this process and 
knowledge? And how can they be used to generate new formal and emotional content 
as works of art?’ Featuring the shortfall as content underscores the failings of reducing 
lived experience to number. My system records human beings, and human behaviour, 
as number. What it is unable to take into account, however, is the unquantifiable 
unpredictability of human individuals. 
 
                                                
43 Encounter was a paired exhibition with Lynette Smith. My contribution to this exhibition was a 
collection of three-dimensional artworks.  
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The artwork for this exhibition consisted of a number of linear wooden sculptures. The 
length of each was a direct translation of the numerical content. A value of one unit of 
data (which itself represents a discrepancy in the system) equated to one inch of length 
in the sculptures. Within each data set were different groupings. Each grouping was 
represented by a change in direction for the length of pine. The resulting works are 
combinations of linear lengths that extend and turn in unison with the numerical content 
generated by my system. Each sculpture is painted in a colour that denotes the 
location or place that the numerical information relates to. My use of colour will be 
discussed later in this chapter.  
 
 
Figure 8. Charles O'Loughlin, Encounter, 2014, installation view, Sarah Scout Presents. 
 
The painted lengths were constructed and arranged so as to balance precariously on 
one another, creating a tension within the artwork and also in the viewing of the work.44 
The unsecured pieces are visibly unstable, forcing the spectator to move around the 
work with physical restraint. This viewing experience is no longer a passive encounter, 
but becomes encumbered with an awareness of one’s body while moving through the 
exhibition space. My recognition of this quality was to prove influential in the 
development of future artwork produced throughout the research. 
                                                
44 During the course of the exhibition, the sculptures were bumped a number of times, causing 
the assembled lengths to fall. 
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Figure 9. Charles O’Loughlin, Difference between forecast and actual, 14 June to 14 July 2012 
(Sutton Gallery, Meyers Place, TCB Art Inc.), 2014; and Difference between forecast and 
actual, 14 June to 14 July 2012 (Sarah Scout, Neon Parc, Bus Gallery, Work), 2014. 
 
My sculptures appear as formal minimal abstract forms, but on closer inspection are 
representations of statistical processes that record my social mobility. However, the 
numerical information produced through my system has been heavily processed. This 
homogenises and obfuscates the subject of investigation. What was once a record of 
my everyday life is abstracted and the original sources used to generate the numeric 
content cannot be recovered. The application of excessive statistical processes creates 
an equivocacy between form and numerical content. This perceived ambiguity of the 
object of representation moves the emphasis from the artwork (what is being 
represented) to the system (the process) used to make the work. That this information 
is not immediately recoverable enables the spectator to question content and process, 
and forces attention to the duration of the viewing experience. Artwork titles provide 
some understanding of the content behind the work; however, these are long and 
convoluted and do not reveal the numerical content behind the artworks. My use of 
titles will be discussed at length in the next chapter. 
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Various Limitations (2014) at TCB Art Inc. 
Various Limitations (2014) at TCB Art Inc. used descriptive statistics to calculate 
monthly averages as the numeric basis for the work produced. Similar to my approach 
for Encounter at Sarah Scout Presents, the numerical information determined the 
length, value, or surface-area of the artworks produced. This exhibition provided an 
opportunity to break away from my previous work and the slow, rigid methods of 
construction that had characterised Encounter at Sarah Scout Presents such as joining 
wood, painting lengths and orchestrating how individual pieces would fit together and 
balance. Instead, my strategy for this exhibition was to manufacture a number of 
individual pieces, with the view of attaching them together using everyday materials, 
including hinges, octopus straps and framing clamps. 
 
 
Figure 10. Charles O'Loughlin, Various Limitations, 2014, installation view, TCB Art Inc. 
 
The inclusion of everyday elements creates a dialogue between the everyday object 
and how it informs the other elements of the artwork and exhibition. The use of octopus 
straps and framing clamps to hold individual components together creates a tension. 
These works exist only as a result of the strap that is holding the elements together. If 
the strap were to be removed the work would fall apart. This tension builds upon the 
precarious viewing first explored in the artworks exhibited at Sarah Scout Presents. In 
addition to the use of strapping, dollies are incorporated in ways that render their 
function useless, while other sculptures fetishise the plinth (Krauss 1979, p. 34), 
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thereby inverting the hierarchy between plinth and ‘sculpture’. This alludes to the 
playful absurdity within the works made for this exhibition. 
 
             
Left: Figure 11. Charles O’Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (Sarah Scout), 
2014, wood, acrylic paint, octopus strap, castor wheels, 50 x 40 x 60cm. 
Right: Figure 12. Charles O’Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (Neon Parc, 
Miscellaneous Other), 2014, wood, acrylic paint, octopus strap, hinges 35 x 45 x 90cm. 
 
Accompanying the sculptural works in Various Limitations were a selection of framed 
two-dimensional digital prints. What first appear as minimal, monochromatic works, 
upon closer inspection reveal a range of tonal variations and detail obscured within the 
colour. These were an outcome of various studio investigations into additional ways of 
quantifying daily life. The question I posed for myself was whether it was possible to 
quantify mood. I concluded that the best device for measuring mood would be a mood 
ring.45 The resulting artworks are macro photographs of a mood ring, worn by myself at 
various locations throughout the gallery space. I was drawn to the mood ring due to the 
'pseudo-scientific' method it uses to depict mood. This pseudo science, I felt, paralleled 
the shortcomings of my own numerical and statistical methodology. The lack of 
scientific or numerical rigour behind this work parallels my system of enumerating my 
                                                
45 Other methods to quantify mood were researched such as mobile phone apps; however, I 
disregarded these, as the input of information required a subjective interpretation of how I was 
feeling. 
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own lived experience and ensures that the work is a critique of methodologies that 
claim to be able to quantify and represent the un-representable. 
 
 
Infinite Variety (2014) at Utopian Slumps 
Infinite Variety (2014)46 at Utopian Slumps explored methods to more quickly respond 
to the numerical data produced by my system. For this exhibition, I re-used the monthly 
averages calculated for Various Limitations at TCB Art Inc. as the numerical 
information on which the artworks were based. Like my previous translations of 
numerical information into form, the works produced for this exhibition applied a direct 
translation of numerical value to length: a value of one is translated as one centimetre 
of length; a value of two is translated as two centimetres of length, and so on. 
 
          
Left: Figure 13. Charles O'Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (TCB, Studio, 
Collated Random Openings), 2014, enamel on found plaster beading, 70 x 40 x 10cm. 
Right: Figure 14. Charles O'Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (Collated 
Random Drinks, West Space, Miscellaneous Other), 2014, enamel on found plaster beading, 60 
x 45 x 10 cm. 
 
The artworks made for this exhibition explored quick translations of the numerical 
information using ephemeral materials that had been found (wire coat hangers), or 
                                                
46 Infinite Variety was curated by Charlotte Cornish and included the artists Charles Dennington, 
James L. Marshall, Andre Piguet, Andie Tham, and myself.  
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salvaged from skips at construction sites (plaster beading). These materials were 
painted and reconfigured in arrangements that acknowledged the intended function of 
the material objects. In recognising this, the artworks became less about the numerical 
information and, instead, read as a manipulation of found objects. It is only through the 
use of titles that the source of the numerical information can be recovered. Whilst these 
works allowed for a quick response to the numerical information produced, they failed 
to depict my overall artistic process or reveal the process undertaken. 
 
 
Conclusions from Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents, Various Limitations 
(2014) at TCB Art Inc., and Infinite Variety (2014) at Utopian Slumps 
In Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents, Various Limitations (2014) at TCB Art 
Inc., and Infinite Variety (2014) at Utopian Slumps the process of manufacture required 
that I selectively choose the most suitable data points to translate into two- or three-
dimensional form. Primarily these were chosen for practical reasons in that they would 
provide me with workable lengths that I would cut, paint and arrange. Essentially this 
was an assembled pastiche of various pieces of data drawn from my system. These 
were chosen without regard for how the overall system would be conveyed. In this 
process, I was responsible for how the work looked rather than the system, as a whole, 
dictating the final appearance of the artwork. An object-focussed-end-result was 
privileged over an accurate portrayal of the broader system as a whole.  
 
Exhibiting on three occasions during the first year of my candidature proved particularly 
influential in the development of my research. I arrived at a number of conclusions that 
would shape the research to follow: 
 
I concluded that my system, as a complete system, is of more interest than 
single pieces of information that have been removed or isolated from the 
system. This is a view supported by Francis Halsall (2008, p. 41) who writes: 
‘In other words the whole of the system is a more significant object of critical 
analysis than its individual components’. I resolved that all following artwork 
produced should endeavour to reveal the breadth of my system as completely 
as possible. 
 
I began to see my artistic process of data collection and systematic processing 
as an artwork in itself. This, I felt, was often more interesting than any physical 
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artworks that could be produced by the system. I concluded that the artwork 
produced should endeavour to communicate my process of enumeration and 
data collection. 
 
I determined to make the viewing experience more ‘active’ and inclusive of the 
viewer. This developed from the precarious display of my sculptures at Sarah 
Scout Presents in which the viewing experience became embodied, conscious, 
and therefore ‘active’. My intention was to create a correlation between the 
numeric process undertaken to make the work (my movement through the 
everyday) and the viewing experience (the viewer’s movement through the 
exhibition space).  
 
These conclusions were formative to my thinking around my artistic process and my 
approach to making artwork, and were to influence the remainder of my research. For 
Encounter at Sarah Scout Presents I had sought to produce singular, independent 
artworks. However, the knowledge gained from this exhibition changed my thinking 
toward my research. I began to see the whole system as more important than the 
individual artwork. This system is characterised by an ever-changing stream of 
numerical information which updates daily. Each iteration of information is ephemeral, 
impermanent, and transient. The artworks produced, I felt, should more directly reflect 
these qualities. 
 
 
Transience of Numerical Information 
Through both Encounter at Sarah Scout Presents and Various Limitations at TCB Art 
Inc., I became aware of the transience of the numerical information generated through 
my system. Ceaseless and never ending, my systematic numerical process constantly 
generates new numbers. Each interpersonal interaction is a new data point that, when 
entered into my system, produces a new, slightly different sum, average or statistical 
forecast. Existing only for a moment in time, these numbers become obsolete as the 
next input of data is entered. Emerging from the system that has produced it, each 
numerical iteration is merely 'a fragment of a potentially infinite progression that, while 
it can certainly be understood, grasped and even continued at will, cannot be 
completely realised' (Groys 2005, p. 57). New data is added to the system daily which 
updates the numerical information to produce yet another, slightly different, sum, 
average or statistical forecast.  
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This became acutely apparent during my preparation for Various Limitations where the 
slow, rigid methods of construction felt incompatible with the impermanence of 
numerical information. Effectively, the numerical information was out of date before the 
artwork was completed. This realisation proved formative in the development of my 
research. To counter this numerical irrelevance, I adopted a different approach to 
manufacturing and materials that allowed me to more deftly respond to the data 
generated. A modular approach to manufacturing was embraced, with artworks 
produced consisting of multiple components that could be constructed over time, as the 
numerical data became available.47 Materially, I embraced ephemeral and disposable 
materials such as found objects48 and printed matter.49 Printed matter can be quickly 
and easily updated, allowing me to immediately respond to the ever-changing 
numerical information. 
 
 
Colour 
David Batchelor (2000, p. 73-95) and Umberto Eco (1985) each argue that our 
perception of colour is shaped by language and, therefore, changes given cultural 
variances and perspectives. My use of colour, however, is specific and idiosyncratic. In 
discussing colour, I choose to leave aside the broader social, historical and scientific 
meanings of colour,50 and to focus only on colour as it relates to my practice. 
 
Every location in my documentation has been allocated a colour. Those places that do 
not occur frequently have been 'collated' under a single descriptive grouping (for 
example, coffee with a friend or a random encounter in the street with someone I know) 
and, by extension, under a single colour. Colour serves a function beyond the 
aesthetic: standing in to represent real-world places and activities. It is used as a 
signifier to denote and differentiate the information produced by my system. 
 
                                                
47 This approach is evident in Circles and Video Diaries. 
48 As evident in Circles. 
49 Evidenced in Spreadsheets, and Speculated Futures. 
50 See Batchelor, D 2000, Chromophobia, Reaktion Books, London, UK; Batchelor, D 2014, The 
Luminous and the Grey, Reaktion Books, London; and Gage, J 1999, Colour and Meaning: Art, 
Science and Symbolism, Thames and Hudson, London, UK., for more specific cultural and 
social analysis of colour.  
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Initially, my colours were taken from the default library of colours offered by the 
Microsoft Excel program, which I use to collate, order and analyse my data and 
statistical information. I adopted the colours presented by Microsoft Excel as found, 
‘ready-made' colours. This strategy was intended as a way of not prescribing additional 
meaning to the colours used. In effect, it was an anti-aesthetic decision. 
 
The Microsoft Excel colour palette has a specific feeling. The colours are neither bold, 
natural, nor commercial. Instead, the Microsoft Excel colour palette elicits cultural 
associations of mild bureaucracy, home financing and self-organisation, which allude to 
the statistical and administrative processes at work in my project. They reference little 
other than the program from which they are taken and the readings this elicit. 
Effectively, they act as neutral intermediaries, allowing me to convey content without 
evoking other, unwanted readings. 
 
 
 Figure 15. Microsoft Excel colour swatch allocating colours to places visited most frequently. 
 
In retrospect, choosing the default colours offered by Microsoft Excel has caused 
difficulties that I could not have foreseen at the beginning of my candidature. For 
instance, at the beginning of my candidature I was mixing these colours in paint, where 
it quickly became evident that slight mis-tints or the nature of the support altered the 
resulting colour. Changes in colour became even more pronounced in studio research 
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when I chose to work with different materials; for example, overhead transparency and 
coloured light, where it was impossible to achieve colours consistent with the Microsoft 
Excel palette. However, not wanting to be side-tracked by the conventions of painting, 
and to maintain a thread of consistency throughout the duration of my research output, 
I resolved to try to achieve colours as close as possible to the Microsoft Excel colour 
palette as well as to welcome variations that arise. 
 
Different types of paint and distinct materials are inherently unique in the way in which 
they reflect colour. This is clearly seen in my works Circles (2014-2017) and Video 
Diaries (2014-2017). Circles is enamel paint on found metal circles, ‘a passive coating 
of an inert object’ (Batchelor 2000, p. 74), while Video Diaries comprises digital colour 
swatches, matched to the default colours available in Microsoft Excel. Due to slight 
differences resulting from the mixing of enamel paint, and variations between colour as 
it appears on a screen and its projected counterpart, there is an incongruity in the 
resulting colours. These slight changes are not important to the overall readings of the 
work: the dialogue within and between the works remains the same. 
 
Newtonian colour theory posits that the colour of an object is a result of the light 
reflected from the surface of that object (Batchelor 2014, p. 56). Light reflected off 
objects is received through the eye and apprehended in the mind (Gage 1999, p. 21). 
Colour is, therefore, a physiological experience. It offers the actuality of experiential 
sensation as optical reality. This makes colour not only a perceptive relationship 
between the artwork and viewer, but also an experiential relationship. 
 
 
Artwork: Video Diaries (2014-2017) 
Video Diaries builds on the conclusions reached from my 2014 exhibitions. In this work, 
my intention was to show all of the information I have collected over the course of the 
research degree, so as to display my system in its entirety. The resulting work is a 
series of videos of changing colours that each reference one year of numerical 
information collected during the research degree: a form of video diary. Referencing 
the work as a diary evokes notions of 'the diary as an instrument of self-examination 
and self-consolidation, a thread connecting yesterday's self with that of today and 
tomorrow' (Daston & Galison 2007, p. 235), further emphasising the lived and 
performative process used to create the work. 
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My application of numerical and statistical processes to my own life reduces my lived 
experience of social interaction at various locations to number. This number, or 
frequency of social interactions, is used to determine the duration of monochromatic 
colours as video stills: one interaction equates to one second of colour; two interactions 
equate to two seconds of colour; and, so on. Essentially ‘an arbitrary, abstract principle 
of pure quantification replaces traditional principles of pictorial or sculptural 
organization and/or compositional relational order’ (Buchloh 1990, p. 122). This 
methodical and regimented process negates (almost all) aesthetic choice by presenting 
the frequency of social interactions as colours in the chronological order that they 
occurred. Video Diaries presents representations of my life past as colour, the 
experience of which opens up new possibilities for felt experience to emerge. 
 
               
Figure 16. Charles O'Loughlin, Video Diaries, 2014-2017, studio test. 
 
The changing colours on each television screen bear resemblance to Angela Bulloch’s 
Pixel Boxes (Standard Universal 256) (2001- ongoing). Bulloch’s stand alone pixel 
boxes run through each of the 256 colours of the Macintosh Operating System 9 (Mac 
OS 9) colour range, maintaining each single colour for three seconds before 
transitioning to the next. In contrast, there is no regularity to the duration of my colours. 
Despite this difference of duration, Bulloch’s work shares with my own the ‘relegation of 
artistic decision to the logic of the machine’ (Temkin 2008, p. 224). Bulloch’s work 
employs a non-hierarchical linear process to cycle through each colour of the Mac OS 
9 operating system. Similarly, a non-hierarchical process of data collection that 
relegates authorship to an artistic system determines my colours. 
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Figure 17. Angela Bulloch, Aluminium Single Pixel Box (Standard Universal 256), 2014. 
 
The video stills for this work have been colour matched to the Microsoft Excel colour 
charts that informed my original palette. As artificial light, luminous colours behave 
differently from painted surfaces. The colour is not a quality of the surface or material 
on which it is seen. In The Luminous and the Grey (2014), David Batchelor (2014, p. 
49) writes that luminous colours ‘escape their containers and bleed into the street; they 
deliver what colour always promises but doesn't always achieve: a release from the 
surfaces and materials that support it'. This is true of Video Diaries (2014-2017). The 
light from each video escapes the support, bleeding out into the corners of the gallery 
architecture.  
 
Displaying the artwork on televisions, rather than projected video, is an intentional 
decision to ground the artwork in the everyday. Televisions evoke readings of quotidian 
banality, drawing a connection to the drudgery of my own life, from whence the 
numerical data has been sourced. Televisions also allow for a versatility of placement, 
enabling me to guide the viewer’s movement through the space. This heightens the 
relationship between the artwork and the space in which it is shown, allowing for a 
slowness of discovery and intimacy of encounter, as opposed to the immediacy of the 
projected image. 
 
Video Diaries exhibits a speed and ephemerality of colour that reflects the transience 
of numerical information produced through my system. This sits in contrast with my 
painted artworks and speaks to the experience I am hoping to shape for the viewer. 
Numerical information is traditionally fixed as charts, ledgers, and graphs. Video 
Diaries interprets numerical information as duration, thereby problematising this 
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traditionally static framework. Video Diaries condenses one calendar year of lived 
experience to between 45 and 80 minutes of video time. As an indicator of what is 
being represented, subtitles reveal the date on which the interactions occurred. The 
constantly changing date at the bottom of the screen shows the days, weeks and 
months passing. However, these do not pass at an even and constant rate. Instead, 
time is seen to speed up and contract as representative of the data collected through 
my lived experience, drawing attention to the differences between lived time in relation 
to mechanistic time. 
 
          
Figure 18. Charles O'Loughlin, Video Diaries (detail), 2014-2017. 
 
The process of recording daily life and representing information as durational video 
stills poses questions regarding perception, recording, and the presentation of time. 
Henri Bergson's concept of duration offers a framework from which to consider these 
questions. Bergson distinguished between lived time and mechanistic clock time. Clock 
time, he asserted (2001, p. 101), was the projection of ‘time into space’, which is 
counted as a sequence of intervals or moments (Bergson 1946, p. 10). However, our 
experience of time is not as a succession of discrete moments, with one neatly 
following the other. Rather, we experience time as a flow, or duration. Duration is an 
internal process ‘of organization or interpenetration of conscious states’ (Bergson 
2001, p. 108). This process is internal, lived, and separate from clock time. Our 
memory of the past merges with our experience of the present to alter how we 
understand the sense of passed time (Bergson 2001, p. 100). 
 
As duration, our experience of time may appear to speed up or slow down, while for 
mechanistic time it would remain constant. Video Diaries applies a rational process of 
numericising lived experience and translating this to durational video stills. The 
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resulting artwork presents a subjective and variable experience of time as objective 
and measurable; an imposition of clock time onto lived duration (a mechanistic duration 
determined through the application of technical means). However, what is recoverable 
is not an experience of my personal duration, but a mechanical representation of social 
interactions. The artwork is presented as a series of videos which the viewer , in their 
own lived experience, engages with as duration. 
 
 
Aesthetics of (Self) Administration 
In positioning this PhD, an important question emerges relating to my use of the 
processes of quantitative reasoning. When applied to my own life, data collection, 
statistical processes, and analysis evoke the associations of administration and 
bureaucracy. Benjamin Buchloh's Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetic of 
Administration to the Critique of Institutions (1990) provides an important framework 
from which to consider these associations.  
 
Buchloh's text focuses on Conceptual Art practices that 'explicitly insisted on being 
addressed outside of the parameters of the production of formally ordered, perceptual 
objects' (Buchloh 1990, p. 105). These practices, Buchloh argues, initiated art making 
that could now be seen in terms of administering labour (ordering the production of 
work from factories) and organising the distribution of commodities (arranging for the 
resulting work to be sent). Artists employing such approaches eschew traditional 
methods of artistic production; instead, making work that appropriates the methods, 
techniques and trappings of administration and bureaucracy. Such practices replace 
art's traditional visual and material conventions with aesthetic contrivance drawn from 
the language of administration. 
 
Buchloh constructs a historic narrative that follows the different readings of Marcel 
Duchamp's work among the Minimal and Pop artists during the early 1960's. Through 
their interest in Duchamp's work, these artists' practices developed beyond displacing 
traditional methods of production, introducing methods of linguistic frameworks (Robert 
Morris), aesthetics of indifference (Andy Warhol), anti-hierarchical organisation (Ed 
Ruscha) and aleatory choice from an infinity of possible objects (Ed Ruscha, On 
Kawara). These strategies, Buchloh argues (1990, p. 121), would become standard 
vocabulary for Conceptual Art. In each instance, the work of art is subjected to 
increased degrees of perceptual withdrawal and an emphasis on the concept or idea is 
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privileged above the formal characteristics of the work. Buchloh suggests that this new 
aesthetic of linguistic strategies, anti-hierarchical ordering and legalistic conventions 
not only denied the prominence of the traditional artwork, but also the aesthetic of 
production and consumption that perpetuated Pop art and Minimalism, replacing them 
with ‘an aesthetic of administrative and legal organization…’ (Buchloh 1990, p. 119). 
 
Many of Buchloh’s accusations are true of my practice. However, what Buchloh sees 
as criticisms, I embrace as strategies for making. The appropriation of administrative 
techniques serves to dematerialise51 the traditional art object and redefine the aesthetic 
experience as both an object and language experience. My work engages text and 
language through the vocabulary of charts and tables to convey statistical information. 
Statistical processes homogenise all data collected, thereby removing any hierarchy of 
information and evoking an aesthetic of indifference (Buchloh 1990, p. 121). Through 
this process, the work of art is subjected to increased degrees of ‘perceptual 
withdrawal’ and an emphasis on the concept or idea as being privileged above the 
formal characteristics of the work. 
 
In Networked Art (2001), Craig Saper refers to the outcomes of the aesthetics of 
administration as 'Intimate Bureaucracies'. An intimate bureaucracy, he maintains, 
'makes poetic use of the trappings of large bureaucratic systems and procedures (for 
instance, logos, stamps) to create intimate aesthetic situations' (Saper 2001, p. xii). 
Essentially, Intimate Bureaucracies appropriate administrative contrivance for creative, 
intimate ends: 
'... the artists involved in intimate bureaucracies have reconfigured 
quintessential forms of our often bureaucratized lives to provide new 
interpretations of contemporary and future cultures. The artists' assemblings 
implicitly claim that the only way out is through; hence their work resembles 
parodies of these processes and procedures...' (Saper 2001, p. 16). 
This artistic approach is supported by Liam Gillick in Why Work? (2010, p. 5), where he 
states that ‘art functions in a close parallel track to the structures that it is critiquing'. 
Both Gillick and Saper suggest the artist assumes a position that reflects the social and 
                                                
51 The term 'dematerialisation' owes debt to Lucy Lippard's Six Years: The Dematerialization of 
the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 (1973). Lippard observed that the anti-modernist aesthetic had 
led to a dismantling of the traditional art object. In this process of dematerialisation, the 
traditional object was replaced by an interest in processes that explored relationships with the 
work's systematic environments. These new works questioned the relationship between the 
work of art and its various networks of production, display, meaning and distribution. 
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economic conditions on which they are commenting. This can be seen as a form of 
aesthetic resistance, using the forms of the dominant social and political system 
against itself for creative ends. 
 
My use of recording, numericising and statistically processing information uses 
methods directly taken from administration and business. The Microsoft Excel program, 
for example, provides a simple and practical means to record and process the numeric 
information collected. What results from this program are spreadsheets and artworks 
that bear resemblance to graphs and other forms of data visualisation. Suggesting 
direct formal associations to administration, these visual references inform additional 
readings of my work. Applying administrative and statistical methods to my own life 
situates my practice outside of ‘traditional’ methods of production, suggesting further 
that my practice is a critique of the numeric.  
 
 
A Response to Hito Steyerl (and Benjamin Buchloh) 
Hito Steyerl's essay Aesthetics of Resistance? Artistic Research as Discipline and 
Conflict (2010), offers a critique of artistic research that could be levelled against my 
practice. For clarity, I feel it best to briefly address some of these criticisms. Steyerl 
(2010) argues that practices of artistic research frequently exploit existing scientific, 
legal and journalistic research techniques as a way of claiming a perceived authority 
afforded by these methodologies. In participating in this generalised model, such 
practices become 'complicit with new modes of production within cognitive capitalism: 
commodified education, creative and affective industries, administrative aesthetics, and 
so on' (Steyerl 2010, p. 31). Such practices, Steyerl argues, add to the existing glut of 
research-oriented practices that, while giving the impression of contributing to 
information and debate, are really a by-product of the knowledge economy in which we 
live. It is worth quoting Steyerl at length here: 
On the other hand, artistic research projects in many cases also lay claim to 
singularity. They create a certain artistic set up, which claims to be relatively 
unique and produces its own field of reference and logic. This provides it with a 
certain autonomy, in some cases an edge of resistance against dominant 
modes of knowledge production. In other cases, this assumed singularity just 
sexes up a quantitative survey, or to use a famous expression by Benjamin 
Buchloh “creates an aesthetics of administration” (Steyerl 2010, p. 35). 
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Steyerl's criticism describes, almost perfectly, my research project. My practice of 
quantifying my daily life as a methodological approach to generate form is a type of 
'sexed up quantitative survey' that 'produces its own field of reference and logic’, and 
which creates an 'aesthetics of administration'. While these characteristics and 
processes might be problematic for practices that claim to be more than this, my 
practice does not. Rather I use these characteristics as methodology to question our 
increased reliance on such practices, particularly numeric, as platforms of knowledge 
production. 
 
 
Conclusion to Chapter Two 
Having positioned my practice in Chapter One as a performative act, situated within my 
everyday, Chapter Two outlines my use of number as a means to record the data 
produced through living. Once processed, this data becomes statistics, which can be 
subject to mathematical processes. Numbers and statistical mechanisms are, 
therefore, used as both process and content. As process, numbers (combined with the 
system employed to structure their use) collate and organise the data collected, 
enabling the application of statistics. As content, numbers carry social, historic and 
political associations that condition readings of the artwork produced. 
 
Employing numerical processes is a method of rendering society objective. However, 
my process of recording and entering information is manual, human and subjective, 
thereby undermining the inherent objective rationality of numerical systems. Once 
applied to real-world scenarios, numerical processes homogenise the subject of 
observation, and become an abstraction of that which they represent. This creates a 
contradiction between the way these processes are employed and how they function.  
 
Throughout the chapter, I have discussed strategies that I have employed for 
translating the numerical information from data to material form. Three exhibitions 
during the first year of my candidature - Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents, 
Various Limitations (2014) at TCB Art Inc., and Infinite Variety (2014) at Utopian 
Slumps - provided an opportunity to test different approaches to using the numerical 
information and of translating this into material. Encounter involved a more direct and 
literal interpretation of the numerical content, while a looser approach in Various 
Limitations opened up new readings of the work. In this exhibition, the introduction of 
everyday elements, and a playful approach to making marked a progression in my 
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research. This approach to materiality was further explored in the work made for 
Infinite Variety, which employed quicker, more immediate translations of the numerical 
data. 
 
From these exhibitions, I came to a number of conclusions that would prove formative 
in the development of my research. I determined that all future artwork I produced 
should endeavour to reveal the process behind the work as completely as possible. I 
also came to the realisation that my process (of data collection and processing) is an 
artwork in itself and was often more interesting than the material works that resulted. 
Lastly, I resolved that the artwork should aim be inclusive of the viewer, so as to create 
a correlation between my movement through the everyday and the viewer’s movement 
through the exhibition space. 
 
However, the most profound realisation from these exhibitions was an awareness of 
the fleeting impermanence of the numerical information generated by my numerical 
system. My artistic process is ongoing, ceaseless and, as such, the numerical 
information generated is ephemeral and constantly changing. Prior to this I had been 
working with sums and averages that I had calculated from the numerical information. 
However, this source data quickly became obsolete as a new data was entered. This 
understanding proved influential to the direction of my research. To more accurately 
respond to the transience of numerical information, I decided to embrace ephemeral 
materials, eschewing the slow, laborious processes of manufacture that characterised 
my 2014 work, in favour of quicker processes of manufacturing that would allow me to 
easily and cheaply update artworks. This would manifest as a reliance on printed 
materials and modular artworks. 
 
In applying number and mathematics as process and content, my work elicits readings 
of administration and bureaucracy. Benjamin Buchloh's Conceptual Art 1962-1969: 
From the Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique of Institutions (1990) is discussed 
beside Hito Steyerl's Aesthetics of Resistance? Artistic Research as Discipline and 
Conflict (2012). Steyerl's essay questions artistic practices that exploit the aesthetic of 
research techniques, but which fail to contribute to knowledge production and, instead, 
hide behind an 'aesthetics of administration’. Steyerl’s accusations of a ‘sexed up 
quantitative surveys’ are true of my own practice, which operates within its ‘own field of 
reference and logic’ as a strategy to critique society’s reliance on quantitative forms of 
knowledge production. 
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Chapter Three: Systematic Application of Process 
 
Introduction to Chapter Three 
Chapter Three discusses the use of systems. ‘Systems’ refers to the social, 
educational, and art system within which I live and work, but also my self-devised 
system that catalogues and processes the information I collect. My system provides a 
framework that collates the numerical content discussed in Chapter Two. Such 
systems can dictate formal values of composition, colour and technique, reducing the 
artist’s sensibility and posing questions of authorship by emphasising the process 
undertaken to produce the artwork. 
 
Rather than offer a definitive account on systems within art, or a history of such 
practices, I limit my discussion to the systems at work within my own practice. My 
discussion of systems focusses on Francis Halsall’s Systems of Art: Art, History and 
Systems Theory (2008). Developed from the German sociologist Niklas Luhmann, 
Halsall’s writings develop this earlier systems theory within an art specific context. 
Francis Halsall (2008) reconsiders the term ‘medium’ within a post-medium context to 
accommodate systematic processes of production. Through this definition, if a work of 
art is produced according to a systematic process, then the work of art thereby actively 
constitutes the system that produced it as medium. 
 
Similarly, Halsall’s considers the artwork as being conditional upon, and emergent 
from, the cultural systems that comprise the art world: ‘not only are art and mediums 
contingent upon the systems of their institutional and discursive situation, but they are 
actually constituted by them’ (Halsall 2007, p. 53). This idea has been of particular 
importance to the development of my research, and parallels my artistic process, which 
enumerates my movement through the everyday. The resulting artwork can, therefore, 
be considered to be constituted by the social and cultural systems within which I live 
and work. 
 
The artistic precedent of André Cadere is discussed as an artist whose practice strikes 
many similarities and differences to my own. Cadere’s recurring motif is a segmented 
bar of wood based on a mathematical system of permutations. As a creative strategy of 
display, Cadere carried these artworks through the streets, placing himself, and his 
artwork, within the context of the everyday. This draws a parallel to my own artistic 
process (discussed in Chapter One). Whereas Cadere uses the everyday as a platform 
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for the display of his artwork, my practice draws on the everyday as a source of 
numerical data. These connections to Cadere’s practice are drawn out through the 
discussion of my artwork Circles. 
 
It is within the Microsoft Excel computer program where my system organises and 
processes the numerical data collected. Here, the numerical information finds visual 
expression as spreadsheets. It is, therefore, as spreadsheets that I present my system 
as artwork. In Spreadsheet (2014-ongoing) I can capture fleeting moments in time or, 
using the application of simple statistical processes, statistically forecast my future. 
 
Spreadsheets serve to further highlight the administrative and bureaucratic tools 
employed within my research project. Previous chapters have covered my specific 
system and my use of the tools of administration. In addition to being functional, these 
processes also carry associations of business, administration and bureaucracy. To 
apply these processes to my own life is an absurd act that emphasises that my artistic 
practice is a critique of the prevalence of quantitative reasoning. 
 
 
Systems 
'Systems' is a broad term, the definition of which changes depending on how the 
system is being used, and by whom. Broadly speaking, a system can be defined by a 
collection of interacting elements. In Systems of Art: Art, History and Systems Theory 
(2008), Francis Halsall (2008, p. 23), defines systems as a 'set of elements integrated 
with one another to such an extent that they form a recognisable and coherent whole' 
which 'performs some type of recognisable function’.52 By this definition, a collection of 
elements on their own does not constitute a system, rather the collection of these 
elements must display organisation in their arrangement and they must perform an 
identifiable task: 'Thus, in general a system is a collection of components that by virtue 
of its organisation and function, becomes meaningful in its own right' (Halsall 2008, p. 
23). Systems can, therefore, describe any number of organisational arrangements, 
which perform a designated activity.  
 
 
                                                
52 Halsall references Ludwig von Bertalanffy, 1968, General Systems Theory, Braziller, New 
York, NY., and Andras Angyal, 1969, Logic of Systems, Penguin, London, UK., to offer a more 
historical perspective on the formative definition of systems theory. 
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Systems and Art 
A systematic approach to art, therefore, establishes boundaries or guidelines within 
which the work is made. Boris Groys (2005, p. 52) describes such production ‘… as 
being originally regulated by a “system", as following a certain general rule from the 
beginning, and as being inscribed into a certain social practice…’. It is this description 
of systems, as a procedural methodology by which the artwork is constructed, which is 
of relevance to my research project. It is this definition of systems that I reference when 
discussing my use of a system. 
 
In the study of art, an interest in systems has paralleled a shift in focus from the 
individual art object to a study of the structures and systems within which art is made. 
Systematic approaches to making art liberated the artist from the traditional apparatus 
of image production, allowing artists, as Boris Groys (2005, p. 52) suggests, 'to analyse 
and criticise the dominant regime of image production and distribution by his or her 
own artistic means for the first time’. Visually this manifests as a questioning or critique 
of how systems of display and representation operate: 
Such work can be understood as exploring an aesthetics of systems and in 
doing so thus functioned by investigating the ways in which it was embedded in 
various networks of display, representation, meaning and control (Halsall 2008, 
p. 115). 
Signalling a shift away from the traditional art object, systems art questions the 
methods and processes of communication that comprise the conditions for the 
existence of the artwork as the subject of the work itself. As relevant to my own 
research, this includes processes of production and questions of authorship. 
 
 
Art World as a Generative System 
In Chapter One I outlined that my artistic methodology is situated within my personal 
social system. This incorporates other overlapping systems, primarily the Melbourne 
art system, the collegiate system at RMIT University, and the broader social system, 
within which these systems are situated. Art production and appreciation occurs within 
the ‘Artworld’ (Danto 1964), an epistemological, self-reflective, and discursive system 
that reflects the functioning of the world (Halsall 2008, p. 32). Within the art world are 
numerous independent systems that contribute to producing, displaying, collecting, 
theorising, and financing of art. These include the artwork, the art market, art schools, 
art galleries, art discourses, and human subjects (Alloway 1971, p. 5; Danto 1964; 
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Halsall 2008, p. 43, 67). Each are independent subsystems, subordinate to the larger 
system of the ‘art world’ within which they operate; which, in turn, is subordinate to the 
larger social system within which the art world is situated, and so on. 
 
It is within these social and communicative systems that my artistic system operates. 
These different systems influence the places I go, the activities I perform, and the 
people I converse with. This recalls Jack Burnham’s Systems Aesthetics (1968, p. 30), 
in which he stated, '... art does not reside in material entities, but in relations between 
people and between people and the components of their environment'. My navigation 
of these systems is numerically recorded, giving visual form to places I visit and my 
inter-personal relationships. Therefore, it can be argued that my artwork emerges from 
the art world. 
 
That my artwork is formed from the social system within which it is situated illustrates 
Niklas Luhmann’s idea, further clarified by Francis Halsall,53 that art is formed from the 
social system in which it exists. Drawing on Niklas Luhmann’s Art as a Social System 
(2000), Francis Halsall (2008, p. 54) writes ‘Art is, for Luhmann, constituted by the 
system of art, itself a sub-system of society’. This view is made possible through a shift 
in systems analysis from social structures themselves (such as art, economics, law or 
science) to analysis of the social system (society) from which these structures emerge 
(Halsall 2008, p. 54). This analysis rests primarily on the view of art as a system of 
communication. Art is, therefore, conditional upon the institutional and discursive 
systems of the art world:54 ‘art gains its definition and meaning from the systems that 
occurs within’ (Halsall 2008, p. 68). 
 
 
Generative Qualities of Systems 
Systems-based production is a strategy to relinquish authorship and to expand the 
activity of making beyond the artist's subjectivity. In many instances, the design of a 
system can dictate formal values of composition, colour and technique, thereby 
reducing the artist’s sensibility and emphasising the process undertaken to produce the 
                                                
53 Halsall borrows heavily from Luhmann’s Art as a Social System (2000). Luhmann’s text is 
specific to art; however, as a sociologist, Luhmann applied a singular sociological theory to 
different social systems. Halsall, on the other hand, has developed Luhmann’s theories in an art 
specific context. Therefore, I will limit my focus to Halsall’s interpretations of Luhmann’s text. 
54 Likewise, the art world is dependent upon matrices of communication within society (Halsall 
2007, p. 53; 2008, p. 54-56). 
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work (Lippard 1973, p. xv). LeWitt (1967) argues that the system becomes a part of the 
work, as the work exists only as a result of the system from which it is formed. Even 
with simple approaches, endless possibilities become apparent: 'With such systems 
you could create forms that you wouldn’t normally imagine' (LeWitt 2000, p. 55). 
Further emphasising this point, LeWitt (1967, para. 6) states, ‘the plan would design 
the work’, asserting the authorial authority of systematic production. Despite LeWitt’s 
assertion, the artist remains as author of the original system and the function of the 
system is, therefore, of the artist’s own making. 
 
 
System as Medium 
As a generative entity, the system, rather than material, is responsible for the 
appearance of the artwork. Francis Halsall (2008, p. 114-118)55 describes a 
retrospective critical discourse of systems aesthetics to argue that the definition of the 
term ‘medium’ should be augmented to make use of Rosalind Krauss’ concept of 
‘technical support’ (Krauss 2006, p. 56-57). In Two Moments from the Post-Medium 
Condition (2006), Krauss (2006, p. 56) acknowledges 'the recent obsolescence of most 
traditional aesthetic mediums'. Rather than being constrained by traditional definitions, 
‘technical support’ is expansive and can include ‘commercial or industrial products [but 
also] the investigative journalist’s documentary research’ (Krauss 2006, p. 59). 
‘Technical support’, therefore, encompasses historical precedents and studio practices 
rather than being limited to physical, material objects (Halsall 2007, p. 51). Through 
this definition, if a work of art is produced according to a systematic process, then the 
work of art thereby actively constitutes the system that produced it as medium. This 
underscores the generative nature of a systematic approach, while also asserting the 
authorial role the system assumes. 
 
 
                                                
55 Halsall (2008, p. 114-118) argues that Burnham's 'systems aesthetics' (1968), along with 
Lucy Lippard's 'dematerialised' art object' (1973), Dick Higgins' 'Intermedia' (1965), and 
Rosalind Krauss' 'post-medium condition' (1999), each describe artistic practices after 
modernism as falling outside of traditional definitions for artistic medium.  
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My System 
My system is an open,56 non-autopoietic, epistemological system. It is comprised of a 
series of set processes which operate within the social and art system in which I study, 
work and live. Through the process of enumeration, my system remains ‘open’ and 
responsive to my movement through the everyday, and the matrixes of human activity 
and interaction that surround my daily life. This systematic framework structures the 
numerical processes discussed in Chapter Two, and unfolds in the following way: 
 
Enumeration of my daily life: My inter-personal interactions and movement 
through my daily life are enumerated to produce primary data. There is no 
change to my daily life. 
 
Information is collated: The numerical information collected is entered into 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.  
 
Statistical applications: Mathematical processes can be applied to the 
information collected to produce statistical information.  
 
Output: Once processed, the numerical information can be presented as it is, 
or used to determine artwork characteristics in material form. 
 
This process is continual and ongoing. 
 
Together, these attributes delineate the limits within which the system operates. Each 
step in this process performs an individual, recognisable function, and when integrated 
with one another they form a coherent whole (Halsall 2008, p. 23). Initiating this 
procedural methodology allows my invented system to operate according to its own 
internal logic with minimal subjective interference, thereby instigating a generative 
numerical methodology in the creation of artwork. 
 
                                                
56 Systems can be either open or closed. A closed system may exchange energy with its 
environment, but does not exchange matter. An open system, on the other hand, is 
characterised by interaction and exchange with its environment. Open systems receive external 
information, which influences the internal organisation of the system, and can communicate 
information to the environment (Halsall 2008, p. 36). Open systems are more dynamic and 
complex, often displaying complexity and autopoietic characteristics of self organisation (Halsall 
2008, p. 36). 
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Unlike the generative systems employed by Sol LeWitt,57 which end in logical but 
absurd conclusions, my system does not conclude but can function indefinitely. My 
application of a systematic process follows predetermined rules from the beginning. 
These rules regulate the operation of the system and the numerical processes 
enacted. While the plan might design the work, the system is ‘open’, making it subject 
to the unpredictability, chance and pressures of daily life. These factors influence the 
numerical information collected and, by extension, the artworks created. In 
implementing algorithmic step-by-step sequences to compose my work, the system 
employed assumes significance parallel to the work produced. This challenges 
traditional understandings of artistic labour and disregards conventional notions of 
authorship: moving from an artist-authored production, to production authored through 
the application of a systematic process.  
 
 
André Cadere 
André Cadere provides an excellent example of an artist whose mathematical system 
and conceptual positioning of his artwork raise interesting points of similarity and 
difference to my own practice. Cadere’s artwork results from the application of a 
numerically based system (Cadere 1974, p. 58; Cadere 1975, p. 68).58 This 
mathematical order is represented through the singular recurring motif of his Barres de 
Bois Rond (1970-1978), round bars of wood made from painted cylindrical segments 
joined together to form one continual stick.59 Intentionally undermining the precision of 
this mathematical order is an error in the form of an inversion of two segments (Jolly 
2013, p. 129; Lau 2006, p. 41; Marcelis 2008, p. 21).60 The inclusion of this error 
disrupts the sequence, thereby highlighting the system within which it is embedded: 
'The order is a mathematical system of permutations including one mistake ... The error 
                                                
57 For example, Sol LeWitt’s, Serial Project I (1966), Museum of Modern Art, New York, and 
Incomplete Open Cubes (1974), San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, both 
employ rules that determine the appearance of the artwork. The artwork is completed once all 
steps have been finished. 
58 'the most precise order in existence is the mathematical order. I have chosen a mathematical 
order of permutations' (Cadere quoted in Jolly 2013, p. 126). 
59 The length of each segment corresponds to its diameter, as Cadere believed this to be 'the 
simplest relationship determined by the material used' (Cadere 1974, p. 58). Cadere chiselled 
the edges smooth before painting each in high gloss enamel. 
60 Cadere's considered transgression of his mathematical system creates a unique identifier for 
each Barres de Bois Rond. No error is repeatable, since an error that occurred twice would 
constitute a new system (Cadere 1975, p. 68). 
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is apparent only because of the strict framework of the system' (Cadere 1974, p. 58). 
This mathematical permutation system is used to compose the arrangement of the 
coloured segments and corresponds to a numbered code, specific to each Barres de 
Bois Rond. 
 
     
Figure 19. André Cadere, 1975, Eight Series of Permutations, Including One Mistake, Banco 19 
exhibition announcement, May 1975. Hand drawn annotations by Cadere explain his system of 
permutation of the round bars of wood. 
Figure 20. André Cadere, Barres de Bois Rond (series of eight, yellow, violet, green), 1975.  
This installation of eight Barres de Bois Rond shows the possible systematic permutations 
within Cadere's system. 
 
Cadere's use of colour is functional rather than decorative; its primary use is to reveal 
the mathematical permutation used: 'In my work colour is not used as a decorative 
feature, but in order to indicate the distinctiveness of individual elements' (Cadere 
1975, p. 68).61 The Barres de Bois Rond exist in a space between painting and 
sculpture, and Cadere was adamant they be considered neither painting nor sculpture 
                                                
61 Across the Barres de Bois Rond, only eight colours are used: black, white, yellow, orange, 
red, violet, blue, green (Cadere 1975, p. 68; Marcelis 2008, p. 17). The choice of colours for 
each bar is made from this sequence, and each bar contains 3 to 6 of these colours. Only two 
Barres de Bois Rond contain 6 of the colours: index numbers A34 and A64 (both 1975) 
(Grässlin et al. 2008a, pp. 46, 65). More common was for the Barres de Bois Rond to contain 3-
5 colours. In theory, the Barres de Bois Rond could contain all eight of the colours; however, 
this would make the artwork too large for the artist to carry, thereby limiting its potential for 
display. 
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(Cadere 1974, p. 58; Cadere 1975, p. 68). They have neither a front nor a back; nor an 
easily discernable top or bottom. The variances in possibilities for display mean that 
the works can be shown in any number of configurations: placed, hung or carried 
(Cadere 1974, p. 59). Cadere placed no constraints on the display of his artworks, with 
the only requirement being that each Barres de Bois Rond 'must be of a size and 
weight that the artist can carry in order to maximize his opportunities for showing it' 
(Cadere quoted in Jolly 2013, p. 119). 
 
In addition to his use of the numerical, Cadere's strategies of display operate within the 
framework of the everyday. Like my own artistic process, Cadere's practice is also 
performative. Cadere's project was ultimately concerned with being seen (Cadere 
1978, p. 22). He believed that 'to emphasise the independence of the work it's 
necessary to show the work outside artistic enclaves; in the streets, underground and 
in restaurants' (Cadere 1974, p. 59). In a performative gesture, Cadere carried his 
Barres de Bois Rond with him wherever he went. Daily errands, visits to the 
supermarket, dining at cafés, even uninvited intrusions into the exhibitions of others,62 
became an opportunity for display.63 Ihle (2008, p. 53) writes: 'this resulted in the 
person of the artist and his work being perceived as inseparable - in the sense of a 
Living Sculpture'. In carrying his Barres de Bois Rond through the streets or at 
exhibition openings, Cadere's promenades operated simultaneously as both 
performance and public artwork (Jolly 2013, p. 133). Cadere’s strategy of display and 
my own practice place the movement of the artist as central to the understanding of the 
artwork. 
 
Jolly writes that Cadere's actions were so public and anonymous, that they 'risked 
dissolving into the amorphous multiplicity that is public space' (Jolly 2013, p. 133). 
However, many of Cadere's walks were also supported by advertised announcements 
                                                
62 'Not theoretical independence, but the daily practice, by walking with the work each day into 
the sanctuaries of art, even against the owner's will. For this activity openings have a special 
importance because it is the time when the most people are gathered together in an exhibition' 
(Cadere 1974, p. 59). For more on Cadere’s uninvited intrusions into the exhibitions of others, 
see also Jolly (2013), and Morris (2013). 
63 Cadere’s strategy of display position the artist as being 'outside' of the invited institutional art 
world. It was from this position that Cadere could most effectively reflect on the politics of the 
gallery space: 'Because my work has a degree of independence from the white space it is 
possible from the boundaries of my work to critically reflect the situation of the gallery ... A 
gallery is a structure of power. My work has a critical attitude against that power' (Cadere 
quoted in Morris 2013, p. 112). Cadere's interventions into the gallery space bypass the 
established 'rules' for showing art and where. In sidestepping these conventions, Cadere makes 
their function apparent and their power impotent. 
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of the artist's walks and public itineraries of the route to be taken.64 This supporting 
apparatus of administration and documentation prevents the artist’s walks from 
disappearing into the quotidian and creates a direct correspondence to my process of 
enumeration. My use of spreadsheets serve a similar function to Cadere's 
documentation: both record the artists' movement through the everyday and prevent 
the action from disappearing altogether.65 My movement through the everyday and my 
own numerical system are evident in the series Circles (2014-2017). 
 
 
Figure 21. André Cadere, Barres de Bois Rond, installation view, n.d. (after 1972). 
Cadere's leaning of his Barres de Bois Rond against the wall has been of influence to my own 
display. 
 
 
                                                
64 The full breadth of Cadere's output of supporting documentation was surveyed in the 2013 
exhibition André Cadere: Documenting Cadere 1972-1978, exhibited at Modern Art Oxford, 
Mu.Zee Ostend, and Artists Space in New York. The exhibition catalogue does well to 
document the diversity of this output Morris, L (ed.) 2013, André Cadere: Documenting Cadere 
1972-1978, Koenig Books, London, UK. 
65 Cadere issued certificates as proof of purchase of a Barres de Bois Rond (Jolly 2013, p. 118; 
Morris 2013, p. 97). The date of the Barres de Bois Rond did not refer to the date of its making, 
but rather the date that the artwork left the studio. This implies that it is its context of being in the 
world that completes the artwork.  
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Artwork: Circles 
Ongoing since the beginning of my research is the series Circles (2014-2017). Circles 
succinctly illustrate the link between my practice and my everyday lived experience. 
The series comprises of a number of painted metal circles measuring between 30 cm 
and 40 cm in diameter. These circles are neither store bought nor manufactured as an 
art support, but have been found and collected over the duration of the research during 
walks through the city streets. Michel de Certeau (1984, p. 99) states the walker 
‘condemns certain places to inertia or disappearance and composes with others spatial 
“turns of phrase” that are “rare,” “accidental” or illegitimate’. My finding of circles 
imbues these rare and accidental occasions with significance. 
 
             
Figure 22. Found circles. Left to right: Friday 03 February 2017 (Corner Princes Street & 
Drummond Street, Carlton North); Sunday 19 February 2017 (Corner St Georges Road & 
Brunswick Street North, Fitzroy North); Saturday 04 March 2017 (Car Park, Piedimonte’s 
Supermarket, Fitzroy North); Tuesday 27 June 2017 (Corner Raglan Street & Williamstown 
Road, Port Melbourne). 
 
In their found state the circles display wear from their time on the ground, trodden on 
and mistreated by vehicles and the elements. None of the circles are perfect or 
uniformly circular. Most have obvious welded joins; some were found broken and have 
been re-joined; and, many have a single indent that disrupts the regularity of the 
circular form. This indent alludes to the original function that the circles served before 
being found.66 Discovering that the metal circles I have chanced upon for many years 
are, in fact, hubcap retention rings, removed the mystery from the objects themselves; 
however, their finding remains a chance affair.67 
                                                
66 The origin of these circles and their initial function was not initially known, and it was only on 
Saturday 31st December 2016, that their initial function was finally discovered. 
67 Knowing that the circles were attached to the hubcap also made their finding much easier. A 
hubcap is easier to spot than a metal circle and a found hubcap often indicated a circle nearby. 
As such, the frequency of finding circles rose exponentially from this point forward. 
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A relationship to my overall system of data collection is established by painting each 
circle in colours that correspond to the information collected from the date the circle 
was found. Through painting, the found object becomes a support for a reciprocal 
readymade. Maintaining the emphasis placed on quantified human interactions, the 
circles are painted in combinations and colour weighting, inspired by pie chart 
diagrams that reference the number of interactions at locations on the date that the 
circle was found. To reference the appearance of pie chart diagrams suggests that 
there is information to be conveyed. We look for meaning within the work precisely 
because the work references graphs.  
 
        
Left: Figure 23. Charles O'Loughlin, Circle, Friday 15 December 2017 (Corner Alexandra 
Parade & Nicholson Street, Fitzroy North), 2017, and Circle, Tuesday 03 October 2017 (Corner 
Victoria Street & Exhibition Street, Melbourne), 2017, enamel on found hubcap retention ring, 
each 35cm Ø. 
Right: Figure 24. Charles O'Loughlin, Circles, 2014-2017, display test 
 
Circles represent a random sampling of my daily, lived experience, determined only by 
the fortuitous finding of the metal circles. While there is a certain degree of repetition 
and predictability within my life regarding the places I go and the people I expect to see 
on a regular basis, the exact combination of people I interact with on any one day is 
entirely subject to chance. Similarly, my finding of circles is serendipitous and 
punctuates my daily routine at irregular intervals. When found, a hubcap retention ring 
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and the interactions from my daily life are combined in Circles. Viewed as a body of 
work, this random sampling represents an incomplete and abridged account of the 
routine of my life.  
 
While there is a continuity of sameness between the painted circles, a number of 
groupings stand out as having been painted identically. Their identical painting draws 
attention to these circles having been found on the same day. At the time of writing, 
these are: 
 
Friday 16 December 2016 (Corner Munro Street & Louisa Street, Coburg);  
and  
Friday 16 December 2016 (Corner Alexandra Parade & Nicholson Street, Fitzroy North).  
 
 
Thursday 12 January 2017 (Corner Princess Street & Rathdowne Street, Carlton North);  
Thursday 12 January 2017 (Corner Princess Street & Lygon Street, Carlton North);  
and  
Thursday 12 January 2017 (Cemetery Road East, Carlton). 
 
 
Wednesday 01 February 2017 (Corner Stewart Street & Franklin Street, Melbourne);  
and  
Wednesday 01 February 2017 (Corner LaTrobe Street & Russell Street, Melbourne). 
 
 
Monday 31 July 2017 (Corner Exhibition Street & Victoria Street, Melbourne); 
and 
Monday 31 July 2017 (Corner LaTrobe Street & Swanston Street, Melbourne). 
 
 
Tuesday 15 August 2017 (Corner Nicholson Street & Leicester Street, Fitzroy); 
and 
Tuesday 15 August 2017 (Corner Nicholson Street & Alexandra Parade, Fitzroy North). 
 
 
Tuesday 19 September 2017 (Corner Station Street & Princes Street, Carlton North); 
and 
Tuesday 19 September 2017 (Corner York Street & York Place, Fitzroy North). 
 
 
Thursday 14 December 2017 (Corner LaTrobe Street & Victoria Street, Carlton); 
and 
Thursday 14 December 2017 (Corner Rathdowne Street & Victoria Street, Carlton). 
 
As painted objects, these works exist in a space between painting and sculpture. They 
have neither a back nor a front, and can be exhibited in any configuration. In this way, 
they evoke the Barre de Bois Rond of André Cadere. Cadere's Barres de Bois Rond 
and my Circles both use substrates that have been extracted from their manufactured 
purpose; Cadere's segments of dowel rods, and my own hubcap retention rings. As 
supports, they 'inhabit a liminal condition inasmuch as they have already been 
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extracted and estranged from the natural world' (Jolly 2013, p. 124). Both Cadere's 
process of manufacture and my own finding of hubcap retention rings represent a de-
skilling of the artist (Jolly 2013, p. 126). This serves to downplay technical skill and 
aesthetics, instead emphasising the movement of the artist and function of the object. 
 
 
Figure 25. Charles O'Loughlin, Circles Key (detail), 2018. 
 
Circles employ a number of graphic elements to help in the reading of the artwork. The 
date on which the circle was discovered and the location68 are printed on swing tags 
attached to the circles, evoking readings of museological archiving of a rarefied object 
removed from the everyday. Accompanying the circles is a graphic diagram revealing 
the statistical information behind each circle. The date and location that each circle was 
found, and the other places visited on that day, are presented underneath a 
diagrammatic representation of the corresponding circle. Disclosing the underlying 
statistical relationship enables interpretation of my project as a whole. The location that 
each circle was found reveals a trace of my travels through the everyday, while the 
colours in which the circles are painted reveals a larger picture of the other places 
                                                
68 The location is given as the closest street corner to which the circle was found. Incidentally, 
most of the Circles were found on street corners. Referencing street corners rather than 
individual addresses, further universalises the information presented. 
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visited on that day and the number of conversations at each location. This information 
enables the viewer to decipher both Circles and my project as a whole. 
 
 
Recoverability 
Within my work is an intentional opacity of information that obscures the recovery of 
meaning. The artworks operate on both an aesthetic and communicative level; 
however, content is not always apparent through looking at the artwork itself. 
Descriptive titles and printed matter are, therefore, used to convey the connection to 
the numerical information on which the artworks are based. 
 
 
Titles 
Statistical content behind the artwork is primarily revealed through the use of artwork 
titles.69 These are straightforward and descriptive, however, can easily become long 
and convoluted. An example of this is the titles for the work included in the exhibition 
Various Limitations (2014) at TCB Art Inc. In an attempt to convey all of the information 
necessary to understand the statistical processes that create the artwork, the titles for 
the works included in this exhibition grew immeasurably. One such example is 
Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (Studio Visits, Visits to Friend's Houses, 
Dinners Out, Kaliman Rawlins, Rear View, Golf, Other), (2014) (figure 38). When 
discussing François Morellet's Random Distribution of 40,000 Squares Using the Odd 
and Even Numbers of a Telephone Directory, 50% Red, 50% Blue (1960), Lily 
Woodruff (2104, p. 23) writes: 
Grounding this visual effect in a referential title, however, suggested that the 
communication process could be as dynamic and elusive as the optical effects. 
With control and precision, the paintings represent data that could be 
interpreted by a receiver, yet they transmit not information, but semantic noise. 
A similar dissonance is at play within my work. Self-referential titles provide a point of 
access to the logic of the work. This access, however, is limited. Without further 
information, the viewer is left with only a suggestion of the relationship between the 
data and physical forms. 
                                                
69 Individual artworks are titled differently from the series or group that they belong to. For 
example, within the series Circles are individual artworks titled Circle, Tuesday 19 September 
2017 (Corner Station Street & Princes Street, Carlton North), and Circle, Tuesday 19 
September 2017 (Corner York Street & York Place, Fitzroy North). 
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Printed Matter 
Printed matter provides additional information, allowing for further recoverability of 
content. My use of printed matter includes descriptive texts, statistical tables, and keys 
to interpret artworks. These are not supplementary works or didactic panels, but are 
intended as part of the dialogue of the artwork itself. In the example of Spreadsheets 
(2014-ongoing), these are even considered as independent artworks. Printed matter 
creates another point of access to understanding how the artwork operates within the 
broader context of my methodology of data collection and processing.  
 
My use of printed matter has been influenced by Conceptual Art practices from the 
1960’s and 1970’s. Conceptual Artists such as Joseph Kosuth70 and Lawerence 
Weiner71 understood text and language as representational systems that could stand 
independently as the material of an artwork. Their linguistic form of presentation were 
considered separate from the ‘artistic content’ (Harrison 2001, p. 51), allowing for the 
physical artwork to be abandoned in favour of the textual rendering (Rorimer 1999, p. 
12). Such works valorise the written word above the visual; however, the use of text is 
subordinate to the content of the work. Ian Burn’s (1970, end note 4) writing is of use 
here: 
The use of words is in itself of no importance. What is important is the art 
information carried by the words. The presentation of art writing “as art” does 
not mean that the form of the words is aesthetically significant. 
Burn articulates a relationship between text and artwork where text (and, by 
extension, printed matter) is employed to convey meaning beyond the aesthetic. My 
artworks employ printed matter and text to synthesise form and information, the 
narrative of which, revealing the heuristic nature of the research. 
 
 
                                                
70 For example, Joseph Kosuth’s Art as Idea (1966-1968) series presents dictionary definitions 
of words as content. 
71 Accompanying Lawrence Weiner’s artwork since 1969 has been the following statement: ‘The 
artist may construct the piece / The piece may be fabricated / The piece need not be built / Each 
being equal and consistent with the intent of the artist, the decision as to condition rests with the 
receiver upon the occasion of receivership’. Suggesting that material realisation is not a 
requirement for the work’s existence (Rorimer 1999, p. 13). 
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Spreadsheets 
The data collected through my procedural system of enumerating my social experience 
is recorded in the Microsoft Excel software program. My social interactions and places I 
visit are recorded as a numerical value; one social interaction is recorded as a value of 
one, two social interactions a value of two, and so on. Once collated and organised, 
this numerical information finds visual expression as spreadsheets.72 Spreadsheets 
offer an unmediated perspective of my research project and are, therefore, an effective 
way to both order and display the entirety of my artistic system.  
 
Sol LeWitt’s Paragraphs on Conceptual Art (1967) has been of influence throughout 
my research and offers a framework through which I can theorise my use of 
spreadsheets as artwork. LeWitt articulates a Conceptual approach that values the 
idea above material outcome and positions process of equal importance to the artwork 
produced. This line of thinking emerged during a specific period in art history where 
artists sought to challenge traditional notions of the art object, thereby creating an 
environment in which process and concept were regarded as of equal significance to 
material outcome. The following passage from LeWitt deserves quoting at length:  
If the artist carries through his idea and makes it into visible form, then all the 
steps in the process are of importance. The idea itself, even if not made visual, 
is as much a work of art as any finished product. All intervening steps –
scribbles, sketches, drawings, failed works, models, studies, thoughts, 
conversations– are of interest. Those that show the thought process of the artist 
are sometimes more interesting than the final product (LeWitt 1967, para. 11). 
Through this approach, the resulting 'form itself is of very limited importance; it 
becomes the grammar for the total work' (LeWitt 1967, para. 7). LeWitt’s thinking is 
especially true of my research. In Chapter Two, I outlined the conclusions reached 
from my 2014 exhibitions. My self-devised system, I concluded, was of more interest 
than any physical artworks that could be produced by the system. It is the ‘intervening 
steps’ of data collection, the processing of information, the resulting spreadsheets, that 
are ‘more interesting than the final product’.  
 
 
                                                
72 A spreadsheet is a computerised reproduction of traditional accounting worksheets. 
Comprising of vertical columns and horizontal rows, spreadsheets are a tool that facilitate the 
easy organisation, storage and analysis of data. 
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Spreadsheets as a Tool 
In Chapter Two I discussed that my practice employs number and statistical 
processes as both process and content. Mathematical processes are applied as a 
methodology, but the work also reflects these processes back as content. Similarly, 
my use of spreadsheets can be viewed in the same way. Spreadsheets are used as a 
process to collate and order the information collected. As a tool of business, the use 
of spreadsheets evokes readings of administration and accounting. 
 
Employing Microsoft Excel spreadsheets as a tool enables both the organisation of 
data, and also creative opportunities to using the numerical information. Traditional 
paper worksheets required that each cell was manually calculated; however, 
computer-based spreadsheets73 now automate these calculations.74 With this change 
came a new attitude to accounting that allowed accountants to become more creative 
and to more easily run different numerical scenarios:  
Yet what really has the spreadsheet users charmed is not the hard and fast 
figures but the “what if” factor: the ability to create scenarios, explore 
hypothetical developments, try out different options (Levy 1984).  
These advances changed the nature of finance and business speculation. Business 
plans could now be theoretically modelled within a computer program: 'The 
spreadsheet is a tool, and it is also a world view  -  reality by the numbers' (Levy 1984). 
However, this 'hypothetical reality by the numbers' is open to flux and subject to 
change when the next input of data is entered. 
 
In applying administrative processes to my own collected data, the use of 
spreadsheets enables me to likewise create hypothetical propositions of my life. For 
instance, by tallying my total interactions or places visited for either months or years, 
averages can be calculated, which, with the help of a simple Microsoft Excel formula, 
can determine values for upcoming months or years - essentially forecasting my social 
interactions and movements into the future. Spreadsheets allow for me to easily create 
hypothetical future propositions. 
                                                
73 Accounting software was first developed on mainframe computers in 1962, and later on 
personal computers in 1979. It was the development of VisiCalc in 1979, and subsequent 
market place success, that revolutionised personal computer based accounting. 
74 From a contemporary perspective, these developments appear obvious; however, at the time 
they completely revolutionised both accounting and business practices. What once took 
accountants days to complete could now be accomplished in a matter of hours: 'I would work for 
twenty hours ... With a spreadsheet, it takes me 15 minutes' (Levy, 1984). 
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Figure 26. Charles O'Loughlin, Spreadsheet Forecast 2014-2021 (detail), 2018. 
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Forecasting My Future 
Forecasting is a statistical tool frequently used in the business world to elucidate trends 
and provide guidance on future direction. When applied to my own life, the data 
collected over the duration of the PhD is subjected to simple Microsoft Excel forecast 
formulas to statistically determine my future. Based on trends in the previous data 
collected, statistical forecasting uses inferential statistics to determine future statistical 
potentialities. In this process, number, rather than felt knowledge or experience, 
determines decisions. This approach epitomises the privilege afforded to number as a 
basis for decision making.  
 
Throughout the duration of the research degree, I have produced numerous 
spreadsheets that predict my future. On the spreadsheet, the names of locations I 
frequent are arranged alphabetically and divided between three columns, running 
vertically down the page. From the headings at the top of each column, it is clear that 
the information depicted adjacent to the text is a numerical record of how frequently I 
have visited each location over the past years, and a statistical forecast forecasting 
how often I will visit each location for the year ahead.  
 
For example, from the numerical information collected between 2014 and 2017, I am 
able to statistically forecast the probability that in 2019 I will visit RMIT University 87.8 
times, will visit friend’s houses 117.2 times, will see 44.5 art exhibitions, and will have 
145.6 random encounters with individuals. More interestingly, the statistical forecast 
returns numbers in the negative, forecasting, for example, that I will visit Sarah Scout 
Presents -5.5 times in 2019. These negative numbers underscore the inexactness of 
my numerical process, highlighting the gaps in this process, and that numerical 
processes do not adequately account for human life. 
 
However, these forecast numerical divinations are only fleeting hypothetical 
propositions. They exist only in a single moment in time, subject to change when the 
next input of data is entered. Every input of new data produces a different output of 
statistical information, generating new averages, new sums, or new statistical 
forecasts, pointing to the transience of numerical information discussed in Chapter 
Two. In this capacity, the artwork ceases to be concrete, but is, instead, fluid and 
constantly reconfigured through the system. This idea has been informed by Boris 
Groys' notion of the artwork as generative system, which is fluid and always 'working': 
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Not only does the artist subject the uniqueness of his or her artistic decision to 
an abstract, infinite generative code, but the artwork itself also ceases to be a 
concrete, unique artwork, and instead presents itself from the outset as a 
fragment of a potentially infinite progression that, while it can certainly be 
understood, grasped and even continued at will, cannot be completely realised 
(Groys 2005, p. 57). 
Groys' quote illustrates that the artwork is never finished or ‘complete’. Instead, it is 
constantly working and producing information. Groys’ quote is especially true of my 
system, which is always active, always enumerating, always producing new numbers. 
The numerical information generated through my system is only ever true at a single 
moment, subject to change as the next update of data is entered. 
 
 
Figure 27. Charles O'Loughlin, Frequency of Places Visited 2014-2021, and, 
Frequency of Interactions 2014-2021, 2018, digital prints mounted on honeycomb 
board, each 119 x 84cm. 
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Spreadsheets are presented as simple digital prints. The simplicity of this format allows 
the digital prints to be updated quickly, so as to immediately respond to the fleeting 
numerical information. This format emphasises not the physical qualities of the art 
object, but the numerical information conveyed. Statistically forecasting my future 
produces numerical content which, abstracted from the lived reality of my own life, 
serves no concrete purpose. Instead, it highlights the numerical processes employed, 
rather than the resulting artwork or specifics of information. 
 
 
Asimov's Psychohistory 
Although no artistic precedents exist for the mathematical modelling of an artist’s 
future, the fictional concept of Psychohistory, a mathematical modelling of the future in 
Isaac Asimov’s classic science fiction saga Foundation (1951-1993), has been of 
influence to the development of my research. In the series, mathematics professor Hari 
Seldon develops a theoretical system he calls Psychohistory. As it relates to my 
research, Psychohistory is the science of human behaviour reduced to mathematical 
equations. Drawing on mathematical models that describe what happened in the past, 
the theoretical system of Psychohistory enables Hari Seldon to forecast the future 
(Asimov 2004a p. 170; 2004b, p. 19).75 Asimov’s Psychohistory made me question 
whether I, too, could use my accumulated archive of information to forecast my future.  
 
 
Artwork: Speculated Futures (2015-2018) 
Speculated Futures (2015-2018) hypothesises on a life and future mediated by 
numerical processes. Working with statistical forecasts throughout the research, it 
became apparent that information produced is provisional and abstract. Any statistical 
forecast was only accurate until the next input of data. This understanding has 
informed my approach to Speculated Futures. In a development from my earlier work 
where I sought to remain true to the numerical information generated and present one 
                                                
75 A real world equivalent to Psychohistory is on the verge of being realised at the University of 
Connecticut. Professor Peter Turchin has developed a field known as ‘Cliodynamics’. Using a 
dynamical systems approach to history, Turchin and his colleagues analyse history and quantify 
what has happened in the past and make predictions based on that data: ‘Cliodynamics … will 
develop unifying theories and test them with data generated by history, archaeology and 
specialized disciplines’ (Turchin 2008, p. 34). 
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specific numerically accurate future, Speculated Futures contemplates the ‘idea’ of a 
life determined through statistical means. 
 
Combining fragments of multiple statistical forecasts produced throughout the duration 
of the research, together with studio experiments, Speculated Futures hypothesises on 
a daily experience mediated by numbers, and on a life determined by statistical means. 
The images included have been produced during the duration of the research degree 
and comprise spreadsheets, colour tests, ideas for display, and text works. There is no 
prescribed order or narrative within the concertina of images; instead, their 
presentation together is suggestive. Relationships are created through the juxtaposition 
of disparate elements, allowing the viewer to construct their own narrative and meaning 
from the information presented. 
 
As a means of display, these works have been placed in clear cellophane pockets, 
taped together to form a concertina. This form takes inspiration from Edward Ruscha’s 
Every Building on the Sunset Strip (1966) and Liam Gillick’s Woody (2000). It is 
Gillick’s installation of Woody at the Center for Contemporary Art Kitakyushu, Japan, 
that provided me with the idea of using clear cellophane pockets in which to place the 
printed matter. This modular form of display enables me to add or takeaway images at 
will, allowing the artwork to respond to the ever changing numerical information 
generated through my artistic process. 
 
        
Figure 28. Charles O'Loughlin, Speculated Futures, 2015-2018, studio tests. 
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Spreading across the gallery floor, Speculated Futures intentionally disrupts freedom of 
movement for viewers through the gallery space. This is an intentional strategy to 
make the experience of viewing ‘embodied' and the viewer conscious of their own 
presence within and movement through the exhibition space. This idea has been 
developed from the display of my sculptures in the exhibition Encounter at Sarah Scout 
Presents. During this exhibition I became aware that the precarious display of my 
sculptures made the viewer conscious of their movement through the exhibition space. 
 
Included within the images in Speculated Futures are architectural diagrams of the 
gallery space where the work is being exhibited. The design of the architectural graphic 
is intended to further underscore the physical presence of the viewer within the 
exhibition space. The graphic not only represents the placement of each artwork within 
the gallery space, but also self-reflexively represents the graphic itself. Therefore, 
when the work is viewed, the viewer becomes immediately aware of their own physical 
presence within the space: ‘As we move around that space, looking at the walls, 
avoiding things on the floor, we become aware that that gallery also contains a 
wandering phantom ... the Spectator' (O'Doherty 1986, p. 39). This experience is 
heightened if a viewer moves around the gallery space to see the different works, 
returning to the graphic to read the statistical information behind each of the pieces. My 
intent in using this strategy is to emphasise the viewer's movement around the gallery 
space as a parallel to my movement through the everyday.  
 
Employing a diagram of the space in which the work is exhibited has been informed by 
the work of Gail Hastings. For Hastings, it is the intersubjective space between viewer 
and artwork that is the intended substance of her work (Blackall 2014; Keys 2008; 
McNamara 2008). Through the vehicle of text and architectural plan, Hastings work 
establishes a dialogue between the viewer and the physical space of the gallery. The 
viewer's engagement with the artwork is both as a physical interaction with the object, 
and through the conceptual vehicle of the diagram, an active experience of looking and 
reading. In graphically presenting an architectural diagram of the space in which the 
work is situated, the viewer's reading of the artwork makes them conscious of their own 
presence within the exhibition space. In the viewing, the space is both perceived and 
experienced,,making it a highly active process. 
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Mathematics as Model Abstracted from Life 
Forecasting my future extends the breadth of numerical information generated by my 
system. Rather than simply recording numerical information, forecasting my future 
produces new numerical content, and new knowledge. Forecasting my future is a 
statistical process that results in more numbers, more statistics. It acknowledges the 
numerical as both process and outcome and, in doing so, aestheticises the statistical 
outcome as form, rather than a tool of analysis (Caplan 2016). In Method without 
Methodology: Data and the Digital Humanities (2016) Lindsay Caplan writes that such 
practices employ: 
statistics to the exact opposite end for which they were intended: to supplant 
the social fact rather than assert it. That is, the project figures the statistic as 
the end rather than the means (Caplan 2016, p. 5) 
However, this over-emphasis on the numerical is possibly one success of the work. My 
use of statistical forecasting employs statistics as both means and end. This returns 
focus to the numeric as proxy for actual, lived experience, highlighting the inability of 
quantitative process to adequately describe life. 
 
We use numbers to stand in for real world objects and ideas. Numbers are not physical 
objects existing in material form in time and space, but are concepts, an abstraction, 
employed to refer to things and ideas. In his work on infinity, Everything and More: A 
Compact History of Infinity (2004), David Foster Wallace attributes this leap in 
understanding to Greek mathematicians who 'were the first people to treat numbers 
and their relations as abstractions rather than as properties of collections of real things' 
(Wallace 2004, p. 29). The word ‘three’, for example, does not refer to something 
specific. Rather it denotes the idea of ‘three’ of something. Numbers and their relations 
are abstractions, and mathematics an abstract language (Hardy 2005, p. 26; Lenhard 
& Carrier 2015, p. 15). The use of numbers and mathematics, therefore, is an 
abstraction of physical objects and their relationships in the real world. 
 
Similarly, the mathematical processes enacted on the social body are abstractions of 
that social body. Statistical analysis, cost benefit analyses, and economic modelling, 
for example, are hypothetical models. They represent possibilities, as modelled 
through statistical and mathematical processes. Therefore, when we discuss the 
economic, political and social power of numbers and statistics we are essentially 
referring to mathematical models of life (Yasukawa 1998, p. 430). 
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The mathematisation of society enables the application of statistical processes which 
can both record and shape our experience of the world. This produces subjectivities, 
which internalise and normalise the authority of number. Our lives have become so 
entwined with mathematical reasoning that we no longer question, let alone resist, their 
numerical prescription (Fioramonti 2014, p. 2). As individuals, we have internalised and 
normalised the authority of number. We expect numbers to be truthful, transparent, 
infallible, and we treat them as such. Lorenzo Fioramonti (2014, p. 20) explains that 
this 'is more complicated than simple top down coercion; it involves a significant degree 
of complacency and fundamentally shapes the way in which subjects behave'. This 
voluntary acquiescence has pervaded contemporary rationality. Any argument 
containing numbers is often taken at face value. We surrender our trust, often without 
question: 'simply because they are numbers, must be correct' (Best 2001, p. 13). 
 
Herbert Marcuse (1941, p. 41) asserted that mathematical processes of administration 
were capable of not only organising, but also changing social relationships. This is a 
view shared by Ole Skovsmose (1994, p. 43) who argues that mathematics is 
formatting our society, influencing our actions. Skovsmose asserts that decisions made 
through quantitative reasoning have determined the character of our society. Living in 
this society shapes our behaviours and actions: 'Mathematical models become 
guidelines for our design of our world and, therefore, they become not only descriptive 
but also prescriptive’ (Skovsmose 1994, p. 55). These tools both measure and guide 
social life, thereby shaping our reality. 
 
 
 
Conclusion to Chapter Three 
Building on the framework of the numerical approach outlined in Chapter Two, Chapter 
Three discusses the system I use to order and administer my use of numbers. This 
self-devised, open, non-autopoietic, epistemological system is comprised of a set 
procedure that responds to my daily life to catalogue and process the information 
collected there. The process enacted redefines my ‘living of life’ as artistic labour. The 
resulting numerical information and artworks result from this process. 
 
My theoretical research has articulated a conceptual position that allows for the system 
itself to be regarded as equal to the material artworks produced. Francis Halsall’s 
(2007, 2008) writings on art systems provide an expanded view of systems that allow 
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for my system to be conceived of as medium. If a work of art is produced according to 
a systematic process, then the work of art actively constitutes the system that 
produced it as medium. Halsall provides a conceptual framework that has informed my 
understanding of my system as both medium and artwork and which has helped shape 
the development of my research and dissertation. 
 
During the course of the research degree, I have come to view my overall system as 
being of more interest than any possible visual manifestation of numerical results 
generated by this system. Following this revelation, I sought to more comprehensively 
reveal the workings and nuances of my system within the artwork produced. To do this, 
I resolved to display, as artworks, my numerical process in the form of spreadsheets. 
Through Duchampian conventions of display, to present these in a gallery context is to 
reconfigure this information as artwork. 
 
A constant question throughout my research has been how much information to reveal. 
My research has led me to conclude that it is the display of artworks together that can 
control the volume of information revealed. When displayed adjacent to other artworks, 
spreadsheets reveal additional information that might not be recoverable from viewing 
one work alone. This removes the onus from each artwork needing to display the full 
depth of my artistic process. Instead, this can be revealed, or not, through a 
combination of artworks and printed matter. 
 
Spreadsheets display the breadth of my enumeration and reveal my statistical process 
allowing the viewer to decipher the numerical and statistical process undertaken. 
Through the application of statistical formulas I am also able to that statistically forecast 
my future. This process is key to understanding the humour within my practice. The 
absurdity of applying statistical and mathematical processes to my life reveals that my 
artistic practice is a critique of the preference for quantitative reasoning. 
 
Sol LeWitt's assertion in Paragraphs on Conceptual Art (1967, para. 11), that 'the idea 
itself, even if not made visual, is as much a work of art as any finished product’ has 
been central to the development of my research. LeWitt’s championing of concept and 
process as being of equal interest to the "finished" work of art has been formative 
throughout the research, allowing me to consider that my self devised, generative 
system of quantifying the everyday can be conceived of as an artwork. 
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In Chapter Two, I discussed the conclusions arrived at from my 2014 exhibitions at 
Sarah Scout Presents, TCB Art Inc., Utopian Slumps, and Kings ARI. Speculated 
Futures displays many characteristics that have resulted from these conclusions. The 
artwork is modular and of ephemeral materials, so as to respond to the transience of 
numerical information. In a departure from previous artwork, where I privileged 
numerical accountability over form, Speculated Futures contemplates the ‘idea’ of a life 
mediated by numerical processes and a future determined through statistical means. 
 
Mathematics is an abstraction. The application of mathematical processes on the 
social body creates an abstract representation of that social body. Our trust in these 
abstractions has been conditioned by the perceived truth inherent in mathematics. We 
surrender our trust to numbers without take into account other forms of qualitative data. 
I have ended this chapter with a discussion of my artworks that statistically forecast the 
future. To statistically forecast my future reveals a humour and absurdity within my 
work, and that my artistic practice is a critique of the preference for quantitative 
reasoning.  
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Conclusion 
The questions that have shaped this research are: 
 
In what ways can the experience of everyday existence be quantified? 
 
In what ways can this numerical information be used to create form? 
 
What are the gaps in this process and knowledge? And how can they be used 
to generate new formal and emotional content as works of art? 
 
The research undertaken for the PhD has examined methodologies for quantifying the 
everyday. Central to this methodology is the use of a self-devised, numerically based, 
generative system. This has evolved from processes of enumeration and 
administration that are existent in society, which have provided both a methodology for 
the research, and a theoretical platform from which to approach the dissertation. I 
emulate these processes and apply them to my own life as an embodied artistic 
methodology. What has emerged is an artistic strategy that treats my own life as the 
subject of enumeration and administrative investigation. To enact these processes on 
my own life is an absurd gesture that highlights that my research is a critique of this 
circumstance. 
 
This embodied numerical methodology has been one of the primary contributions of 
this research. Situating my life as the object of investigation reorients the living of life 
as artistic methodology. This idea has been informed by the writings of Henri Lefebvre 
and Michel Foucault. This artistic production is deliberately based on self-limiting 
principles imposed by my daily life. It enumerates the inter-human exchange of my 
social milieu, as an aesthetic object in and of itself (Bourriaud 2005, p. 33), and as a 
legitimate and even shrewd artistic activity (Price 2015, p. 38). This artistic approach 
considers my life itself as a viable site for artistic production, so that ‘a certain way of 
living, of being in the world, would in itself result in the production of art: no work is 
necessary’ (Vidokle 2011).  
 
Situated within the framework of my daily life, my studio research positions my artistic 
'labour' of recording and tallying, as constant and ongoing. Discernible definitions 
between art, life and work are eroded, raising questions regarding artistic labour. Sven 
Lütticken’s General Performance (2012) has been especially influential in theorising 
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how the breakdown of traditional boundaries between life and work means that all 
hours are now potentially working hours and ‘every encounter potentially becomes a 
form of networking and hence self-performance'. This theory frames my life as 
constantly being on the verge of performance. 
 
 
To focus on numeric information as an object of artistic investigation has provided a 
number of insights into the use of numbers and statistics. Within the research, numbers 
have been used as a tool to produce artworks; however, within this process are a 
number of gaps that raise questions regarding the ability of numbers to accurately 
describe life. 
 
Quantifying my daily life is a distancing mechanism that removes the personal and 
views subjective experience through a numerical framework. The process of 
enumeration produces its own field of reference and logic. In submitting my personal 
subjectivity to a cold, calculable system, number is provided a privileged position. 
Interactions and places visited are enumerated, recording number in place of 
qualitative data. The content of my interactions, feelings, thoughts, and actions are lost, 
replaced with a numerical tally: 
'Each thing, each being, each place is immeasurable inasmuch as it is there. 
One can measure a thing as much as one likes, from every angle and in all its 
dimensions, its concrete existence is beyond all measure … Ultimately, the 
real is incalculable, unmanageable' (The Invisible Committee 2017, p. 106). 
The reduction of lived experience to number raises questions regarding the failure of 
quantitative reasoning to adequately describe life. Statistical recording presents an 
administrative numerical time, which sits in contrast to lived time and lived experience. 
It illustrates a tension between rational and empirical forms of knowing. We can 
measure indefinitely, however, this does not always reveal the essence of what is 
being measured.  
 
Mathematics studies models are relationships between objects and patterns using 
numerical methods that are subject to mathematical verification. We assume that when 
mathematical approaches are applied to the production of art, the work of art will be 
imbued with the same qualities of clear reasoning, logic and deductive proof (Guderian 
2005). However, the numerical information produced through my system of 
enumeration has been heavily processed. This obfuscates the subject of investigation, 
creating an equivocacy between form and subject. This perceived ambiguity of the 
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object of representation moves emphasis from the artwork (what is being represented), 
to the system (the process) used to make the work, making the numerical processes 
read as content.  
 
My research system presumes to enumerate my social interactions and the places I 
visit. Within this claim is an inherent paradox: the impossibility of recording every 
aspect of ones life. The research questions the relationship between the quantifiable 
and unquantifiable. The nuances of the process employed determine that not all 
interactions are recorded, neither are all places. My process only records those people 
whose names I know, and with whom I have a meaningful interaction. Consequently, 
these limitations presuppose an inability to actually record all of daily life and the 
limitations of mathematics to comprehensively represent lived experience. 
 
The numerical information collected is collated and organised within a system. My 
systematic approach establishes boundaries within which the work is made. These 
guidelines delineate the limits inside of which the system operates and the information 
is collected. Initiating this procedural methodology allows my invented system to 
operate according to its own internal logic with minimal subjective interference, thereby 
instigating a generative numerical methodology in the creation of the artwork. 
 
Intense study or investigation is usually intended to reveal new insights into the subject 
of observation. Increased focus should lead to increased clarity; however statistical 
processes homogenise the information collected. My system processes all information 
collected, removing all references to my own subjectivity. This creates a level of 
ambiguity that makes the content universal. In stripping away reference to the source 
material, my work negates the order signalled by the rigid process employed and 
intentionally renders its communication incoherent. In doing this, it treats human 
experience as being universal, thereby allowing for an openness of interpretation that 
can implicate the viewer. In presenting life reduced to number, the work prompts the 
viewer to question the sum of their own life. 
 
 
The artworks produced have been another key contribution of this research. Artwork 
produced during this PhD has sought to manifest the ideas researched in material 
form, producing new knowledge. In quantifying the everyday, artworks operate 
between the abstract and representational. Ongoing throughout the research have 
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been questions regarding how to translate the numerical information collected into 
form. 
 
At the beginning of my candidature I participated in a number of exhibitions that proved 
formative in the development of my research. Encounter at Sarah Scout Presents, 
Various Limitations at TCB Art Inc., and Infinite Variety at Utopian Slumps provided me 
with platforms to test the research question ‘In what ways can this numerical 
information be used to create form?’ The work for these exhibitions was produced with 
an intentional distancing of recoverable information. Through these exhibitions, I 
reached a number of conclusions that challenged this approach. I concluded that my 
process of data collection and processing was often more interesting than resulting 
material artworks and through conceptual frameworks can be considered an artwork in 
itself. To highlight this, I resolved that all future artwork I produce should endeavour to 
reveal the process behind the work as completely as possible. 
 
Working toward these exhibitions also made apparent the transience of numerical 
information. My generative process continually produces new numbers. Each social 
interaction is recorded by my system and produces new numerical content. Every input 
of data produces a new, slightly different sum, average, or statistical forecast. 
Therefore, the numbers generated exist only for a moment in time and become 
obsolete as the next input of data is entered. Resulting artwork sought to be more 
ephemeral and less cumbersome to produce, so as to quickly respond to the ever-
changing numerical information. 
 
Developing from these conclusions were the series Video Diaries (2014-2017) and 
Circles (2014-2017). Both employed modular forms of construction and a diaristic 
approach to numerical information. Video Diaries depicts the entirety of statistical 
information collected during the course of the research. This process reduces actual 
lived time to mechanistic digital time, translating lived experience as monochromatic 
video stills. Circles, on the other hand, presents an incomplete and abridged account of 
the routine of my life, determined only through the chance finding of circular metal 
supports. Both bodies of work respond to data already recorded and numerically tally 
life already lived. 
 
An unforeseen consequence of the trajectory of my research was an increased focus 
on the numeric to the exclusion of the material. Material artworks were still 
experimented with and produced; however, there was a discernible trend toward 
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materials that could be quickly updated or reconfigured, allowing me to immediately 
respond to the ever-changing numerical information. This shift away from an object-
focussed output allowed me to more rigorously engage with the numerical output from 
my research, and has also resulted in a deeper theoretical engagement with the social, 
political and economic readings of my practice.  
 
Spreadsheets have offered an unmediated perspective of my research project and 
have been an effective way to both order and represent the information collected. 
Through Duchampian conventions of display, to present these in a gallery context is to 
reconfigure this information as artwork. This has allowed me to present my 
spreadsheets (in the form of tables) as artwork. The quick and ephemeral nature of the 
spreadsheets allows these works to respond to the impermanence of the numerical 
information collected. Furthermore, through the application of simple statistical 
processes, I have been able to statistically forecast my future. Each new input of 
statistical information forecasts new numbers and new possible futures. This numerical 
expression raises further ambiguity regarding what is being represented. To statistically 
forecast my future has been another contribution of this research. To forecast my 
future is an absurd and humorous act that reiterates that my process is a critique of the 
application of these processes in society. 
 
 
I have ended the dissertation with discussion on the abstract nature of mathematics. 
Numbers are abstractions of their physical relationships in the real world. Similarly, the 
mathematical processes enacted on the social body are abstractions of that social 
body. When we discuss economic, political and social applications of numbers and 
statistics we are essentially referring to mathematical models of life (Yasukawa 1998). 
However, these numerical processes have profound influence over our lives. Ole 
Skovsmose (1994, p. 55) argues that ‘mathematical models become guidelines for our 
design of our world and, therefore, they become not only descriptive but also 
prescriptive’. While numbers are seen as being pure, universal and apolitical, their 
uses are not. Using numerical abstractions as the basis of quantitative reasoning 
provides only one available perspective, to the exclusion of other qualitative data. Life 
and humanity cannot be accurately reduced to number. 
 
 
This dissertation - Quantifying the Everyday: generative numerical methodologies in 
the creation of the artwork - has been critical in developing and understanding my 
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embodied numerical artistic methodology. As a practice led PhD, the research has 
evolved from processes of data collection, recording and processing of statistics. This 
dissertation has afforded me the opportunity to reflect on my artistic practice and the 
artworks produced. It has revealed shortcomings in my artistic process, but also 
successes, breakthroughs, and contributions in the embodied process undertaken, 
statistical predictions of my future, and through the artworks produced. One additional 
understanding from this research is that, although at the end of my candidature, the 
conclusions reached are not an end point for the research. The project exists merely at 
a moment in time, subject to change when the next input of data is entered. 
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Visual Documentation of the Research Projects 
 
           
 
         
 
Figure 29. Charles O'Loughlin, 17 June 2014, 2014, acrylic on paper, 29.7 x 21cm. 
Figure 30. Charles O'Loughlin, 20 August 2014, 2014, acrylic on paper, 29.7 x 21cm. 
Figure 31. Charles O'Loughlin, 02 October 2014, 2014, acrylic on paper, 29.7 x 21cm. 
Figure 32. Charles O'Loughlin, Mistakes I've Made (19 November 2012), 2014, acrylic on paper 
on board, 26 x 18.5cm.    
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Encounter (2014) at Sarah Scout Presents 
 
 
Figure 33. Charles O'Loughlin, Encounter, 2014, installation view, Sarah Scout Presents. 
 
 
 
Figure 34. Charles O’Loughlin, Difference between forecast and actual, 14 June to 14 July 2012 
(VCA, Rear View, Assorted Odd Openings, Dinners Out, TCB Art Inc., Utopian Slumps), 2014, 
wood, acrylic paint, 75 x 70 x 40cm.  
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Figure 35. Charles O’Loughlin, Difference between forecast and actual, 14 June to 14 July 2012 
(Grace Darling Hotel, Assorted Odd Drinks Out), 2014, wood, acrylic paint, 120 x 70 x 18cm. 
 
 
 
Figure 36. Charles O’Loughlin, Difference between forecast and actual, 14 June to 14 July 2012 
(Miscellaneous Other, Parties), 2014, wood, acrylic paint, 110 x 60 x 40cm. 
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Various Limitations (2014) at TCB Art Inc 
 
 
Figure 37. Charles O'Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (Hells Kitchen, Meyers 
Place), 2014, enamel on found coat hanger, plaster, plywood, castors, 81 x 46 x 25cm. 
 
          
Left: Figure 38. Charles O'Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (Studio Visits, 
Visits to Friend's Houses, Dinners Out, Kaliman Rawlins, Rear View, Golf, Other), 2014, enamel 
on found timber, framing clamp, 80 x 80 x 4cm. 
Right: Figure 39. Charles O'Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (TCB, West 
Space), and Statistically Deduced Average Monthly Interactions (Friend’s Houses, My House), 
2014, enamel on found metal rings, each 40cm Ø.  
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Quantified Mood (2014) 
 
 
               
 
 
               
 
 
 
Figure 40. Charles O'Loughlin, Quantified Mood, TCB, Clockwise from top left (North Wall, East 
Wall, South Wall, West Wall) (Readings taken on 25 June, 2014), 2014, digital photographs. 
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Left: Figure 41. Charles O'Loughlin, Quantified Mood, TCB (North Wall) (Reading taken on 25 
June, 2014), 2014, digital photograph, 30 x 23cm. 
Right: Figure 42. Charles O'Loughlin, Quantified Mood, TCB (South Wall) (Reading taken on 25 
June, 2014), 2014, digital photograph, 30 x 23cm. 
 
 
Bottom: Figure 43. Charles O'Loughlin, Quantified Mood, TCB (West Wall) and Quantified 
Mood, TCB (North Wall), (Readings taken on 25 June, 2014), 2014, digital photographs, both 
30 x 23cm.  
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Infinite Variety (2014) at Utopian Slumps and Developmental Work 
 
 
Figure 44. Charles O'Loughlin, Statistical Monthly Average Interactions (Collated Random 
Openings, West Space, Utopian Slumps, Daine Singer; Sarah Scout, Neon Parc), 2014, enamel 
on found plaster beading, enamel on found coat hangers, Ikea lamp stand, 140 x 60 x 30cm. 
 
           
Figure 45. Charles O'Loughlin, developmental work for Infinite Variety (2015) at Utopian 
Slumps. 
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Selection of 2014 Studio Work 
 
           
 
            
Figure 46. Charles O'Loughlin, selected studio tests, 2014. 
 
Studio experiments investigating quick, alternative methods to translate data in to form. These 
works cannibalised the artworks made for Encounter at Sarah Scout Presents, reusing the 
components to develop new forms.   
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Selection of 2015 Studio Work 
Studio experiments testing methods of quickly responding to transient numerical data. 
 
           
 
           
Figure 47. Charles O'Loughlin, selected studio experiments, 2015. 
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Alternate Futures (2015) 
 
In 2015, I statistically forecast the possible frequency of my visits to various locations 
around Melbourne. The value of this prediction was used to determine the surface area 
of a piece of coloured acetate. My specific colours were printed on overhead 
transparency sheets and a shape cut to size to equate to the value of the statistical 
forecast. These were placed on a computer scanner and randomly arranged and 
scanned. This process of randomly rearranging and scanning was repeated a number 
of times. Overlapping acetate creates new shapes and new colours. These new 
colours and shapes propose new statistical information.  
 
Although not realised as a resolved artwork, these statistical forecasts became the 
basis of Speculated Futures (2015-2018) (page 122). 
 
 
 
        
Figure 48. Charles O'Loughlin, Alternate Futures, 2015, two propositions. 
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Figure 49. Charles O'Loughlin, Alternate Futures, 2015, two propositions. 
 
 
          
Figure 50. Display of Alternate Futures (2015) at RMIT's Lightscapes, Knox Place, Melbourne 
Central Shopping Centre, 23 November 2015 to 8 February 2016. 
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Video Diaries (2014-2017) 
 
       
 
       
 
 
Figure 51. Charles O'Loughlin, Video Diaries, 2014-2017, studio tests. 
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Circles (2014-2017) 
 
     
Left: Figure 52. Charles O'Loughlin, Circle, Friday 03 February 2017 (Corner Princes Street & 
Drummond Street, Carlton North), 2017, enamel on found hubcap retention ring, 35cm Ø. 
Right: Figure 53. Charles O'Loughlin, Circle, Wednesday 15 March 2017 (Corner Langridge 
Street & Wellington Street, Collingwood), 2017, enamel on found hubcap retention ring, 40cm 
Ø. 
 
      
Left: Figure 54. Charles O'Loughlin, Circle, Monday 07 August 2017 (Corner Nicholson Street & 
Alexandra Parade, Fitzroy North), 2017, enamel on found hubcap retention ring, 40cm Ø. 
Right: Figure 55. Charles O'Loughlin, Circle, Friday 15 December 2017 (Corner Alexandra 
Parade & Nicholson Street, Fitzroy North), 2017, enamel on found hubcap retention ring, 35cm 
Ø. 
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Figure 56. Charles O'Loughlin, Circles, 2014-2017, display test. 
 
 
         
Figure 57. Charles O'Loughlin, Circles, 2014-2017, display test with Circles Key. 
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Spreadsheet Forecasts 2014-2021 (2018) 
 
 
Figure 58. Charles O'Loughlin, Frequency of Places Visited 2014-2021, 2018, digital print 
mounted on honeycomb board, 119 x 84cm. 
 
 
Figure 59. Charles O'Loughlin, Frequency of Interactions 2014-2021, and, Frequency of Places 
Visited 2014-2021, 2018, digital print mounted on honeycomb board, each 119 x 84cm.  
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Speculated Futures, 2015-2018 
Building on Alternate Futures (2015) (page 116), Speculated Futures combines 
fragments of previous statistical forecasts produced throughout the duration of the 
research, together with studio experiments, to hypothesise on a life determined by 
statistical means. Following are a selection of images included in Speculated Futures. 
 
         
 
         
Figure 60. Charles O'Loughlin, scans from Alternate Futures (2015), repurposed for Speculated 
Futures (2015-2018).   
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Figure 61. Charles O'Loughlin, graphic representations of statistical forecasts, 2018. 
 
 
       
Figure 62. Charles O'Loughlin, Speculated Futures, 2015-2018, studio tests. 
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Documentation of Examination Exhibition, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 63. Charles O'Loughlin, Examination Exhibition, 2018, installation view. 
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Figure 64. Charles O'Loughlin, Examination Exhibition, 2018, installation view. 
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Figure 65. Charles O'Loughlin, Examination Exhibition, 2018, installation view. 
 
